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'WANHOPE
 BUILDING'
 
THRILLS
 
AND 
CHILLS 
IMPRESSED
 
AUDIENCE
 
By DICK 
COX 
When 
the 
first 
nighters  
at the 
"Wanhope  
Building"  het go of 
their
 
chairs  and 
started
 
for  the 
door last night, it 
was 
generally  
agreed  
Ca1i$uqte
 Library 
WHITES 
ROMP'3alcionto  
.4 
OVER
 BLUES 
AS 
SPECTACLE
 
CLOS
 
RY
 
uAtk
 
IGRIDIRON
 
SITING
 
DRILLS
 
The 
San  
Jose
 State 
White  
grid 
team 
put 
on
 a 
terrific  
offanTive  
show for some 2,500
 
fans
 last 
night 
at Spartan 
Stadium,  rolling 
up a 60-26 win 
over the 
Blue
 squad in the annual 
spring
 inter
-squad
 game. 
There were 
so many 
outstanding
 performances  turned
 in by players on both teams,
 
Coach  Bob Bron-
that John 
Finch's play 
is one of the
 most unusual
 ever presented here. :an 
From 
Jackson
 
Young's  
opening 
speech
 to the 
late -comers to the 
final scene 
in 
Michael's Bar the 
highly 
impressed  
audience sat 
glued to its seats. 
But the 
show 
is
 by no 
means 
all serious. The 
radio
 quiz pro-
gram 
in the 
first  act is 
good for
 
plenty  of 
laughs.  
The
 dialogue
 
throughout
 is 
fast 
moving  
and  
down-to-earth,
 especially
 the 
lines 
assigned  to 
Flashy 
Page.  
Deane 
Healey, as Page,
 seemed 
to 
be 
putting  all of 
his
 
energy  
into making
 Flashy the
 cockiest 
gob 
that
 
ever 
pulled  
on 
a set of 
"dress 
blues."
 His closing 
line In 
the 
Lobby
 scene 
is 
especially
 typ-
ical
 of 
that.  
Jackson
 
Young,
 with his 
direct 
explanations
 to the 
audience,  and 
his 
elevator  
conversations with 
Flashy,
 made 
the  
theater
-goers 
follow  
the 
mood of the 
author 
against 
their
 own will and 
judg-
ment.  
Clif 
Roche,
 as 
Eddie  
the 
tough  
guy,
 
showed  his 
listeners
 a total-
ly 
different  Roche than
 they have 
ever 
seen before.
 A black
-jack 
seemed
 to 
fit as naturally in his 
hand 
as
 a lolly
-pop  
in the hand 
of a six -year old. 
Marie
 Guzzzetti,
 as Mrs. Mead 
the 
drunken 
old  woman, was 
mad up superbly. She looked 
like she might
 have been 
borrow-
ed from any bar along Market 
street. 
Stella 
Pinoris, 
the 
scarlet  
wo-
man, also turned in a very rea-
listic performance. There were 
many other good acting jobs 
turned 
in last 
night  -the house-
wife,
 
Brown Hat, 
Mr. Sherman, 
Joe Light, the quiz master, -to 
mention  
a few. 
Much of the credit for the act-
iFoy should go to Dr. James R. 
Clancy. the director, for his care-
ful and thorough 
work.  Late 
Thursday night at 
the dress re-
hearsal he finished checking his 
student actors scene by 
scene.
 
Credit should 
also go to 
the  
crew back stage for the 
fast 
changes of 
settings. Several times
 
during rehearsals the elevator set 
was
 lowered into place 
so
 fast 
that it narrowly
 
missed
 the 
act-
ors. 
In conclusion it should be said 
that a play with 
a meaning, and 
this play 
definitely  has one, 
sometimes  t e nd s to 
sermonize. 
But 
the 
author,  John 
Finch, holds 
his audience in 
a powerful grip 
from the beginning. 
You probably would like this 
play; 
you  might dislike 
it; but 
once you see it, you will not 
soon
 
forget it. 
SENIOR  FEES 
DUE  
AT ONCE 
"Seniors
 who intend to 
graduate
 
in June must 
pay  their graduating 
fees
 
immediately,"
 
announced
 Bill 
Ellsworth,
 senior 
class 
president.  
Also there are
 seniors who have 
not made
 up incompletes. 
"Diplo-
mas will be 
withheld
 
unless
 these 
matters
 are 
cleared up," 
Ellsworth
 
remarked.
 
Graduating  seniors 
have
 until 
Monday to purchase their bids to 
the 
Senior
 Ball, 
the  president
 stat-
ed. After
 
Monday  
the bids 
will be 
available  
to all seniors. If 
there
 
are any remaining Wednesday and 
Thursday,
 they 
will  go on sale to 
the 
general
 
student  body. 
"Announcements and 
personal 
cards continue
 on sale," 
Ellsworth
 
;/11c1. 
"Announcements  
may  be pur-
chased in the 
Spartan  bookshop.
 
Personal cards are 
on sale in the 
Graduate  
Manager's 
office.  
Silver Saber
 Releases 
New 
Officers'  Names 
New
 
Silver  
Saber  
officers
 
elect-
ed 
Tuesday
 
night include the 
fol-
lowing  
students:
 
Donald  
Larson,  president; Fran-
cis Wildman,
 vice 
president; 
John 
Rodrigues,  
treasurer;
 Jean La 
Lanne, 
sergeant;
 and 
Carl 
Hof-
mann,
 chaplain.
 
of the 
Whites  and 
Hamp Pool, 
who 
headed
 the 
Blue  squad, had a 
tough 
time  
singling  out 
individual
 
  stars. Both 
coaches
 
stressed
 
the 
San 
Pie State 
&Mr  
S 
artan
 
Dail  
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FIRST
 
ANNUAL
 
MILITARY
 
BALL
 
IS 
TONIGHT
 
Gardenias
 and sa,b455,are
 the de-
coration  theme 
for 
San Jose 
State's 
first  Military  
pall
 to 
be 
held 
tonight in the
 
Hotel  
Sainte
 
Claire's  
Empire  
Room, 
according
 
to 
Jack Fowler, 
Silver
 
Saber  
so-
ciety president. 
SABERS
 
Two 15 foot 
sabers  
supported
 by 
lattice 
work 
of gardenias
 
will  
grace the ball 
room  
entrance.
 
Blue  
lights 
will 
be
 aimed
 upon 
a 
knight's
 head 
suspended
 from 
the 
ceiling, 
and the 
entire 
ball  room 
will 
be
 
illuminated
 by 
indirect
 
lighting.
 
Ronald King,
 Louis 
Vieira,
 
Dan-
ia! 
Hernandez
 and 
Francis 
Wild-
man are the 
students
 who
 will 
work their magic to 
transform
 
the  
Empire 
Room  into 
elaborate 
sur-
roundings
 suitable
 for a 
Military  
ball. 
GALS
 
AND
 
GARDENIAS  
Approximately 200 couples are 
expected
 to attend the 
dance.  Girls 
will
 help
 to.. 
carry
 out the theme
 ; 
by wearing 
gardenias.
 The cadets
 
will be in dress
 uniform and at-
tendants 
will  
wear White 
gloves 
and 
sabers.  
Major 
General Ralf 
C. Smith, 
commander
 of the 
Reserve 
Offic-
ers
 
association
 in California and 
Nevada, 
and 
Brigadier  
General  
George A. 
Taylor, retired, 
will
 be 
among 
the guests of honor. 
BROADCAST
 
Station
 
KSJO has  donated 
15 
minutes time
 as a public
 
service
 
to 
broadcast part 
of the official 
ceremonies
 which 
will
 follow
 
the 
the 
grand march at 
11 p.m. 
The ball, sponsored 
jointly
 by 
the Silver 
Saber  society and the 
Torch  and Sword fraternity, 
will 
feature the music of Paul 
Put -
man's orchestra. The sponsors hope 
that this ball will become the out-
standing social event of the year. 
Frat 
To
 Initiate 
Nine
 
Sunday Eve 
Installation of newly
-elected of-
ficers and formal 
Initiation  of nine 
pledges 
into 
Alpha  Phi 
Omega, 
national service fraternity,
 will 
take place at Lucca's Cafe in San-
ta
 Clara Sunday evening.
 Harry 
Miller,
 vice president,
 asks mem-
bers 
and pledges 
to meet in 
front  
of the 
Student
 
Union  at 6:30
 p.m. 
The 
ceremonies
 
will be conduct-
ed 
after the 
dinner. The spring 
pledge class 
will  honor Advisor 
Rocci
 Pisano, outstanding 
member  
of the 
year.  Newell Johnson 
will 
succeed Al 
Taylor as 
president  
Students
 Required 
To Return 
Keys 
All students having 
lockers
 
must 
turn 
the keys in to the Informa-
tion 
office
 before the
 end of the 
quarter
 
in
 order to 
have  the locker 
deposit 
refunded,
 Mrs. Edith Hu-
ber 
of
 the Information
 office 
an-
nounces. 
If the 
students  attend
 the sum-
mer session,
 
however,
 the keys 
may be 
kept
 until
 August 6, she 
said. 
STUDENT
 BODY 
OFFICERS
 
ITO BE 
INSTALLED 
TODAY  
BOOKS  
HELD 
FOR OWNERS 
According to Miss Helen Dim-
mick, Dean of Women, a number 
of unclaimed books belonging to 
students
 
during
 
the 
winter
 and 
spring quarters have been found. 
Some owners have been 
located, 
and 
the books 
returned.  
There
 are
 two books, 
however,
 
for whom  owners have not 
as
 yet 
been found. Both are 
books  on ec-
onomics and 
government.
 
; Anyone having lost
 books of 
this 
; type should consult
 Miss Dimmick 
in her office to 
identify  and thus 
recover
 the 
property.
 
There are 
definite 
means of 
identifying  both 
books.
 
ALL 
Atilt:RICAN
 
MSIC 
iinESDAY
 
By PAT 
O'BRIEN
 
Tuesday 
night's 
presentation
 of 
all 
Americazt  music 
by
 the 
San 
Jose  Symphony 
orchestra
 is an ex-
ample
 of one 
way  
through
 which 
our 
country's 
composers  
obtain
 
hearings. Since it is 
still 
difficult
 
for American 
composers to gain
 
recognition,
 colleges and 
univers-
ities, unhampered by obligation to 
a capricious box office, have taken 
the lead in bringing our artists' 
work
 
before
 the 
public,  
according  
to the 
Music  department. 
Philip Greeley Clapp, from Bos-
ton, Hubert
 Kiyne Headley, born 
in West Virginia, George 
Gersh-
win, born in Brooklyn, and How-
ard Hanson, from 
Nebraska, com-
plete the composers
 
whose  work 
will 
be
 heard in 
the 
Morris  Dailey 
auditorium 
under the direction of 
Dr. 
Lyle  
Downey,
 Music depart-
ment head. 
HARVARD  
Clapp received 
his doctorate in 
Philosophy from
 Harvard in 1911. 
Since 
1919
 he has been 
head  of the 
Department of Music at the
 State 
University
 of California
 Summer 
Sessions
-1926 and 1929
 at Berke-
ley, 1927 at Los 
Angeles. 
C.O.P.
 
Headley 
graduated
 
from  Col-
lege 
of
 the 
Pacific in 
1928.  He 
taught 
and 
supervised  
music in 
several
 California 
cities.  The win-
ter of 
1936-1937  he spent at the 
Eastman
 School  
of
 Music, 
from  
which
 he 
received
 a 
Master  of 
Mu-
sic 
degree
 
in 
1937. Since 
1939 he 
has 
been  
at
 the 
University
 of Cali-
fornia 
at Santa 
Barbara, 
where 
he teaches
 
composition  and theory. 
Mr. 
Headley's
 symphonic 
suite,  
"California,"
 was chosen by Pierre 
Monteux
 to 
open
 the Golden 
Gate 
Exposition
 in 
1941. 
GER,SHWIN
 
Gerstivan's  
childhood  
was a 
struggle
 and 
afforded  little oppor-
tunity
 for
 
music
 study.
 At 
sixteen
 
he 
went 
to 
work for J. H. 
Remick  
as a 
song
 
plugger,  but soon began 
writing 
songs
 of his own.
 He 
achieved  
great
 
success
 in the
 mu-
sical 
comedy
 
field
 
with 
such hits 
as 
"Lady,  
Be 
Good," "Strike Up 
the 
Band"
 and 
"Of Thee I Sing." 
Installation
 of 
newly - 
elected  
Associated
 Student
 Body 
officers 
will  preceed
 the 
annual  
Recogni-
tion 
Assembly
 today
 in the Mor-
ris 
Dailey  
auditorium.  
The  time 
scheduled
 
is from 11:80 a.m.
 un-
til 1:10 
p.m.
--classes
 will
 not be 
dismissed.
 
A total 
of 125 
San  Jose 
State 
college 
students 
will be 
presented
 
awards
 
for outstanding
 work. 
Those
 named
 in 
yesterday's
 
edi-
tion 
of the 
Spartan
 
Daily  are 
asked
 by 
Chairman  
Tom 
Wall  to 
be 
present
 today
 at 
11:30  and
 sit 
In 
the front
 center 
section. 
Student
 Court
 and 
Council 
members,
 
past,  
present,
 and 
in-
coming,
 
are also
 
requested  
to at-
tend the
 
assembly.
-Wall 
will
 
make 
all 
presentations.
 
The 
breakdown
 of 
awards
 and 
certificates
 
was not
 
available
 for
 
publication
 
yesterdayten
 
differ-
ent  types 
will be 
given. 
They 
are: 
Meritorious
 
Service
 
awards,  
Elected
 to 
Mice
 certill
 
cab*,
 Jules Benz!
 *Ward,
 
ileitalws-
tic 
awards,  Key 
club  
awards,
 
Mo-
dern 
Language
 
awards,
 
Phelan
 
awards,
 Alpha 
Al 
Si-at
 
awards,  
Forensic  
awards,
 and 
the 
Lanini  
awards.
 
Wall
 won 
the  recent
 ASB 
elec-
tion 
after  
defeating  
Joe 
Juliano  
In 
the  
run-offs  
and  other
 candi-
dates  in 
the 
primary
 
election.  
Bob 
Cronemiller
 will
 be 
installed
 to-
day as vice-president
 
of
 the 
stu-
dent body;
 Bruce 
Craig as 
trea-
surer;
 and Dolores
 Arnold 
as 
sec-
retary.  
Grade Box 
Beginning  
Wednesday,
 
June
 9, 
for  one 
week,  a 
box  for 
grade  en-
velopes
 
will  be 
placed
 outside the 
Information
 
office.
 
Grades 
will 
be 
mailed to 
those 
who 
drop 
one 
of the 
special
 en-
velopes
 and 
a 
nickle
 
Into the box. 
Students  
may 
use 
their 
own 
stamped 
envelopes
 
as 
long as 
they 
are 
the 
standard
 
size,  
Mrs. Edith 
Huber
 of 
the 
Information
 
office 
announces.
 
tact
 that 
11
 the squad
 plays 
the 
same brand
 
of
 ball 
against
 Stan-
ford
 next 
fall the 
Indians 
will be 
in 
for  a tough
 
afternoon.
 
Bronzan  
named 
Chuck 
Hughes
 
quarterback;
 
Fred Silva,
 full, 
and 
halfback 
Billy  Parton 
as tops in 
the 
White  
backfield,  and
 end 
Mel  
Stein;  Jack
 Faulk,
 tackle; 
Joe Ju-
liano 
and 
Dick  
Harding,  
guards;
 
and 
Dick  
Voris  in 
the line.
 
BLUE
 
STABS  
On
 the 
Blue 
side, 
Pool 
had  
praise 
for  
quarterback
 Gene Men-
ges; 
Bill 
Schemrnel,
 
half;
 Jack 
Donaldson,  
full; 
and  ends 
Junior
 
Morgan
 and 
Bob  
Edmioster. 
"I 
thought
 
Menges
 
was espec-
ially 
outstanding
 since 
this is 
his 
first sesalewith
 
San
 Jose," Pool 
ta
 sted.
 looked 
like 
an old 
hand 
and  
passed
 
exceptionally
 
well 
considering
 his 
line 
was  not 
as strong as the
 
Whites,"
 
Pool  
continued.
 
"Bill Schemmel
 
also  
looked 
very 
good 
and has 
come  along 
much 
faster 
than  I 
expected,"  
Pool  said. 
"Morgan was 
the best 
all-around  
end on the field and did
 some ex-
cellent faking on offense." 
Pool 
concluded. 
TRACK MEET 
The
 track meet score 
resulted  
mainly from a man to man de-
fense 
that did not 
change
 with 
different 
offensive patterns. As 
Athletic Director Tiny Hartranft 
stated
 before the contest, "Look 
strictly  for an offensive battle." 
The game went 
the regular 60 
minutes, but 
no break was taken 
between
 halves,
 and the 
kickoffs
 
were
 
eliminated
 since the coaches 
wanted 
no unnecessary  
injuries. 
NIGHTS SCORING
 
The 
night's scoring
 went as 
follows: 
After
 eight
 minutes of 
play 
in
 the first 
quarter,  right 
(Continued 
on page 8) 
EDITORS
 GET
 
COUNCIL OK 
Robert Moon 
and
 James Mapes, 
appointed
 co-editors of La 
Torre's  
1949 issue by the
 Student Council 
Monday,
 will select 
the
 Business
 
Manager for 
the yearbook
 publica-
tion at 
some  later 
date,  according 
to 
Emerson  Areads,
 student
 body 
president.
 
Miss
 
Michael  
Overhulse,
 recom-
mended 
by the 
Journalism
 
depart-
ment 
for editor
 of 
Lycurgus  
mag-
azine, 
received
 the 
approval
 of the 
Student  
Council
 
for 
that position.
 
Miss 
OverhuLse
 
will take 
over  
direction
 
of
 the 
campus  
publica-
tion for
 the 
fall
 
quarter
 
edition.  
The 
spring 
issue  
.3f 
Lycurgus,
 
edited
 by 
Al 
Campbell  
and 
Marian  
Ellis,
 will 
be 
available
 for
 purch-
ase 
on
 
Wednesday,
 June
 9. 
OFF 
THE 
WIRE
 
By 
UNITED 
PRESS 
Edited by PAUL VON 
HAFFTEN 
WASHINGTONThe
 
House  yesterday
 
passed
 and sent 
to
 the 
Senate the 
$3,686,733,150
 
bill  for 
the 
world's
 
biggest  navy.
 It 
also 
passed 
a bill giving 
several
 million dollars for 32 
river  
and harbor and 
14 
flood  control
 
projects.
 
The  House
 also received
 
the 
Senate -passed 
bill which 
would  
admit 200,000 
displaced 
persons  
for two 
years
 
TOKYOConcern
 was 
felt 
here
 
over
 
the Congressional
 
luck
 of 
action and 
failure  to 
appropriate $150,000,000
 for 
Japanese
 
rehabilita-
tion to revitalize her economic 
structure.  
WASHINGTONSenator  
Henry Cabot
 Lodge, Jr. (R., 
Mass.).
 
demanded  yesterday that the 
armed 
services 
get 
together
 on 
strategic 
plans. 
Treaties 
of 
friendship,  
commerce 
and navigation,
 with 
Italy 
and China, were ratified by 
the 
Senate
 
Wednesday
 evening. 
PORTLANDFlood  
conditions were still 
critical
 and
 threatened 
to add more
 death 
and 
destruction
 to the 
Pacific
 
Northwest's
 
greatest 
disaster. 
LAKE 
SUCCESSThe
 
UN 
authorities
 predicted
 
that it would 
be a 
week 
or 
10 
days 
before 
the temporary
 
truce  
in Palestine
 went 
into
 
effect.
 
BERLINDr.
 Harry 
Franklin, 
deputy
 chief 
of
 the Civil
 Adminis-
tration
 
and
 
political
 affairs of 
the 
AMG,  
was 
freed  by the Russians 
who had 
held  him 
for
 16 
hours  to check
 his 
identity 
papers. 
TEL 
AVIVWhile  the 
United Nations 
still  
hoped for peace,
 war -
face.
 
still
 raged
 in 
all sections
 of 
Palestine,  
especially in 
Jerusalem.
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Spartoons
 
By 
Al Johns 
^ 
"Did  you ever 
see anything 
grow like 
that  ivy?" 
REPORTS
 
FORESEE
 
PLENTY OF 
JOBS 
FOR 200,1)00 
GRADUATING
 
SENIORS  
BUT IN 
LIMITED 
NUMBER  
OF
 FIELDS
 
The 
U.S.
 
Board  of Education and
 the
 
Bureau  of Labor 
Statistics  
forecast
 
recently
 that there 
will
 be 
"plenty 
of
 jobs"
 
available  for 
the 
'more
 than 200,000
 students
 graduating from 
colleges and 
universities 
this 
month.  
"but not
 necessarily
 the kind they are looking 
for." 
The 
overall  
situation  
for the job outlook is "highly 
promising,"  
reported
 the 
Bureau
 of Labor Statistics. The agency's commissioner, 
Ewan
 
Clague,
 predicted the total
 U.S. 
employment  
this  summer
 will 
surpass
 the 
all-time
 record of 60,000,000 
jobs 
reached last year. 
SJS  
Classroom
 
'Concentration'
 
Reveals
 
Array  Of 
Spartans'
 
Nervous
 
Habits  
By BOB, BODEN 
There's
 many a twitch 
twixt  
the 
cup and the
 lip, goes 
a parody 
on the old saw, but
 in Sparta's 
classrooms
 
there's  many an 
itch 
from 
chime  to 
chime.  
As an 
instructor
 drones 
on 
into 
the  infinities
 of the 
dissemination
 
of knowledge,
 there is a 
vast
 
(and
 in some
 cases 
more  
interest-
ing) 
field 
open
 in 
observation
 of 
the
 species 
"student
 collegiate"
 
under 
fire. 
A 
glance  
over  a 
shoulder  
re-
cently
 revealed
 a comely
 miss 
alternately
 pushing 
and pinching
 
the tip 
of her nose in 
her 
deep 
concentration.
 The nose
 soon took 
on an 
inflamed 
appearance.  It 
became brighter
 and brighter 
lit-
erally screaming, stop! 
Development  of 
such  a nervous 
habit definitely
 
as
 
detrimental
 
to the 
physical 
beauty
 of 
the 
nose
 if 
not to the 
powers 
of con-
centration.
 
HABIT
 
CATEGORIES  
Careful
 observation  
breaks
 hab-
its down 
into those 
usually 
per-
formed 
by men and 
those 
common
 
to women. 
:n 
one  class several 
'girlsseem-
ed to be 
enjoying  the dubious
 
food value 
of fingernail
 polish as 
they 
flaked  it off 
with their 
teeth. 
Others were 
content to 
stroke  
eyebrows.
 
The gentle arching 
movement  
employed  undoubtedly
 
as a beauty aid. Chewing 
pencil 
ends was prevalent.
 Is malnutri-
tion present among Spartans? 
As a 
whole there 
seem to 
be
 
fewer habits
 
limited
 strictly
 to 
men. 
Entwining
 the 
fingers
 and 
then twiddling 
thumbs
 is a 
male  
exclusive.
 Scratching on 
the  scalp 
and 
pulling  the 
ear  lobe- 
have
 a 
predominate
 male 
following.  
Chewing
 gum might
 be classed 
as a national 
pastime,  but in 
many  
cases
 of both men 
and  women the 
enthusiasm observed places
 them 
as habitual gum
-chewers.  
"ARTISTIC" 
DOODLERS
 
Doodling
 is a 
pastime
 
of
 long 
standing
 
which
 
serves
 to enhance 
the 
"artistic"
 beauty 
of 
many  a 
student
 
notebook.  In 
political 
sci-
ence, a scholarly character sev-
eral
 
seats  away must 
have  been 
bitten 
by the love -bug because 
his notes were interspersed with 
tiny
 
hearts.
 
Possibly  
few doodlers
 
know 
that 
the
 habit of drawing
 strange 
symbols
 
is
 one of the major symp-
toms of the 
schizophrenic.
 The 
habitual
 
underliner
 may have 
hysterical  
tendencies.
 
Tapping
-bat  
the 
desk  
with fin-
gers,
 
crossing
 and uncrossing 
legs,  
entwining
 
legs
 in the rungs of the 
chair,
 
looking
 at the time quite 
often,
 
winding
 a 
watch 
every 
few 
minutes,
 
dropping  a pencil or 
other  object
 
on the floor, anything 
to break 
the 
monotony  
of a lec-
ture 
may  become a 
nervous 
habit.  
Outside the 
classroom
 the 
nerv-
ous habit 
takes  on 
a different sig-
nificance,
 for the 
element  of 
con-
centration  
gives  way 
to leisure. 
The 
pressure 
it 
off, liut 
another
 
sort of 
habit
 may 
crop 
up
 
at
 
this
 
time.
 
COIN
 
FLIPPER
 
Waiting 
for  
Russian
 
history.,
 a 
fellow 
paced 
about
 flipping a 
min. 
Perhaps 
he was 
showing 
his  
cap-
italistic  
strength,
 
but 
habit
 
it 
could be.
 
Another
 
student
 
sat  
leaning 
against
 a 
tree; 
his  
eyes
 
were
 half 
shut  
and 
his  
hands
 
moved 
his 
knees 
together
 
and  
back in a 
rhythmical
 pattern.
 
You  
figure
 that 
one  out! 
What 
doesthis  all mean? 
Well,  
it seems
 that a 
lot 
of 
students
 
are 
forming
 
habits  
that
 may
 not 
he 
dangerous,
 but 
certainly
 
do 
not add 
to the learning
 
process.  
If habits are allowed to accum_ 
ulate they tend to cast a shadow 
on the personality
--they 
become 
so ingrained 
that some common 
happening  sets the 
habit  mechan-
ism to 
work. 
That
 is 
what hap-
pens to the chain 
smoker; the 
coke
 
guzzler.
 
When 
a person 
obtains 
insight 
into his own condition
 a 
habit 
is 
not hard 
to stop.
 
Take
 a look 
around 
in your next 
class.
 Ob-
serve for yourself nervous
 
habits  
of Spartans that are ever-present.
 
Do you have a 
twich  
or 
an
 itch! 
Are habit 
mechanisms  
seeking
 
control of your 
personality?
 Could 
be! 
The 
cynic is one 
who 
knows
 the 
price of everything and the value 
of 
nothing.
 
PICTURE
 PROMISING 
Although the picture is a 
promising one, it definitely does not 
guarantee graduates a "good job in just the
 field they want to enter," 
according  to BLS  statement to the United Press. 
This federal agency reported "very good opportunities" for doe= 
tors, dentists, 
nurses,
 laboratory and X-ray technicians. The budding 
lawyers,  
however,  are warned 
that the legal profession is 
"somewhat  
overcrowded
 and likely to become more 
so 
in
 the 
next
 few
 years."
 
COMBINED
 REPORT 
Dr. Robert N. Bush of the 
Stanford  Appointment Service, 
in
 
commenting on 
the  combined reports of the 
U.S: Board of Education 
and the Bureau
 of Labor Statistics,  
explained in the Stanford
 Daily: , 
"The 
fields in which 
the demands for 
workers
 are 
most  
active are 
accounting, 
office work and office
 management, sales, 
banking and 
finance, 
insurance, retail 
merchandising,  
engineering,
 chemistry and
 
physics, manufacturing,
 public service, 
teaching, jobs 
abroad,
 and 
medicine." 
Hear 
From  
There by 
Louis 
Noia 
Common
 
Ground
 
"Theologians 
today recognize science as 
the  common ground of 
understanding
 between its 
own views and 
the 
people to whom it 
speaks," 
declared
 
USC  
professor,
 Donald 
H. 
Rhoades,  
in the 
May 6 
issue of 
the Daily Trojan. 
"Psychology and 
theology are two 
sciences
 which deal with the 
same 
material,
 but which have 
different
 viewpoints!' he 
said. 
Psycho-
logists
 
deal
 with 
human behavior
 With 
the use 
of 
specific  
scientific  
approaches,
 whereas
 theologians approach
 the 
problems 
of 
human  be-
havior via
 beliefs and commitments termed religion."
 
No Legal
 Force
 
Part of an article in the Daily Californian: 
"Those 
who
 claim
 racial 
prejudice and 
discrimination
 
can't
 be 
abolished
 through 
use of legal
 force haven't a 
psychological  
basis  
for 
their  
belief,"  declares David lirech, assistant
 professor
 of 
psychology. 
"You 
see,
 
many
 
people  assume 
'legal  force 
is never
 
justified
 In 
chang-
ing 
people's  beliefs. 
This is 
sheer,
 unadulterated, 
psuedo-scientific
 
nonsense."  
Motor  
Running  
Something
 
brilliant
 from the 
University
 of 
Miami 
Hurricane:
 
"Her 
lips
 
quivered
 
as they 
approached
 mine. My whole frame
 
shook as I looked
 into
 her
 blue eyes. 
Her body
 
trembled as our lips 
met 
and I 
could feel 
my
 chest 
heaving,  my chin vibrating and my 
body 
shuddering  as 
I held her
 to me. 
Moral: Never kiss
 your 
girl 
in
 a 
second  
hand
 car 
with  
the 
motor 
running."
 
Push -Car 
Something
 new 
in contests
 
from
 
the Michigan
 State News; 
"Twenty-one
 teams will 
puff  
their  way around the ,circular drive 
from the 
starting 
line
 at the
 
Women's
 
gym 
in the 
First  
Spartan
 Push 
Car  
relay  
at
 one tomorrow 
afternoon.  
The race will be 
conducted
 
in three 
heats  of 
about  seven 
teams 
each, 
with  the two winning 
cars
 
in
 each heat 
competing  in the 
finals. 
Carts, 
soapboxes,  
baby 
buggies,  
and other 
vehicles  
have been 
entered. 
One 
member
 
of
 each team 
will  drive, 
while  
the 
five other
 
team
 
members
 will take 
Mims  
pushing 
the
 
car,  
DIAMOND
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You'll
 
be
 
glad
 
PROCTOR'S
 
told
 
you 
about
 
WED-Lor
 
G-9  
Wed-Lok,
 
two
 
carefully
 
selected
 
blue
-white
 
dismoods,
 14k
 
gold... 
.$150
 
G-10 . . . 
Wed-Lok,
 
six 
carefully
 
selected
 
blue
-white  
diamonds,
 
14k  
gold....
 
8210
 
G-11
 
. . 
Wed-Lok,
 tea 
carefully
 
selected
 
blue
-white  
didnionds,
 
14k  
gold....$270
 
Other  
Wed-Lok
 
ring
 
sets
 
are  
priced
 
from
 
6150
 
to 
$1200.
 
See
 
them
 
at 
Proctor's.
 
Matti  Prkes
 
shows
 
111C111111
 
Federal
 
Tait
 
No
 other
 
diamond
 
ring
 
ensemble
 offers 
the  
new,
 
unique
 
features
 
of 
the 
Wed-Lok.
 For 
here 
is 
a 
matched
 
engagement
 
ring
 
and 
wedding
 
ring  
set 
that  
actually
 
locks
 
together.
 
There  
can 
be 
no 
gap-
ing, 
no 
twisting.
 
When
 
worn
 
to-gather,
 
the 
two
 
rings
 
cling,
 
heads  
up,
 as 
illustrated.
 
And  
they  
unlock
 
in 
an 
instant
 
for 
separate
 
wearing.
 
Convenient
 
CreditUp
 
to 
a 
Tsar
 
to 
Pay
 
91
 
SO.  
FIRST
 
STREET
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Question
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SJS
 
Students
 
Voice
 Opinions
 
And Solutions  Concerning  
Printing  
Class 
Writes
 And
 
Prints  Book 
By AL 
CALDWELL
 
Futility
 
and
 death 
continue
 
to 
mark.alestine's
 place 
in 
the 
world
 
today.
 
Many
 
prescriptions
 
have
 
been
 
offered  for 
this 
8eick 
and 
war
 torn area. 
The 
press  
of 
the 
U. 
S. 
and the world 
has 
de-
voted
 
much  time 
and  space re-
cording
 
the progress of 
this
 par-
ticularly
 
vicious
 war. Through
 it 
all 
the 
underlying question
 
has 
been
 about the
 role the 
United 
Nations
 should
 play.
 
With 
these 
thoughts  in 
mind, 
State  students
 randomly
 met 
on 
the 
campus
 
were
 asked 
the 
all 
important
 
question,  
"Should 
the 
United Nations 
propose
 
that  force 
he 
used  
to 
settle
 the 
Palestine
 
issue?" 
The answers: 
Jo Ann Elison,
 
Speech  
major  
from San Rafael, "Yes. 
This  
is 
ex.actly 
the 
situation
 that 
the 
United 
Nations
 
was 
established 
to handle. 
By
 its action 
now in 
this controversy 
will  the eventual 
fate of 
this
 new 
world  
organization  
Is' 
determined."
 
Arthur  Rice, 
Industrial  Arts 
major from San Francisco, "No. 
Force 
wouldn't
 
settle
 the problem. 
-Perhaps trade 
embargoes  
would
 
provide 
a more 
adequa/v
 
.kolution  
hut  
the 
answer  is rot 
mo)we  vi - 
knee."
 
Molina 
Riley,
 
English  
major 
from 
Hawaii,
 "No.
 That 
would 
be 
it 
long
 and 
deadly 
step 
in 
the  di-
rection of 
World 
War  III. 
As a 
general  
principle
 I 
am 
opposed  
Possibility
 Of 
Violence
 To 
Right 
Jewish
-Arab Differences
 
Explaining Various Therapeutic
 Methods 
  
Occupational  
Therapy
 seniors 
enrolled  
in Mr. ,Hartley E. Jack -
solution in any 
situation.  Differ- 
son's 
printing 
class 
have 
corn-
ences must be retied on a merit 
pleted 
writing 
and 
priinting
 a 
basis. 
in thirty-two  
page  
book  entitled 
ploy
 
"The O.T.ABC,"
 according to 
lacious.
 
Mr.
 Jackson.
 
to the use of force as an attempted 
Propositions that must em -
force
 are 
fundamentally
 fal-
IP 
Katherine Tanase, 
Home
 
Eco-
nomics 
major from San 
Jose,  "No. 
The use of force 
just 
doesn't  
seem to 
work 
any 
case. 
You  
can't force people into 
doing
 any-
thing. 
10
 
CONFUSION
 
Ed Kerr, pre -legal
 
major  from 
San Jose, "Yes. The 
United  Na-
Spencer Sato, Radio 
major from 
Mos should 
first 
use 
economic
 
Palo Alto,
 "No. It would 
only
 
restrictions, 
political
 
pressures,
 
confuse
 the situation 
and make 
and 
other  such 
peaceful  
measures.  
its 
solution
 all the more 
difficult. 
If, howecver, these 
measures
 
do 
I feel that 
trouble should
 be 
not succeed in 
halting  
the eon -
avoided 
wherever 
possible." 
filet, then the use of 
adequate  
Vern Bergfeld, 
Teacher  Training 
military force 
to halt the war is 
major 
from  
San  
Francisco,  
"No. 
Indicated."  
There will 
always
 be fighting
 any -
Don Gaylord, 
Business  
Admin-
way.  Talking it 
over would be 
istration major from 
Palo
 
Alto, 
much better. 
I 
don't  think the 
Yes. They have 
proved
 
that 
United  
States
 should 
get  into it 
their 
sense  
of greed
 is 
far 
more 
either."
 
powerful than their 
sense
 of de -
Johnny 
Fontana,
 
Police  
major  
cency  or respect 
for 
humanity. 
from
 Santa 
Clara,  "If no 
other  
When a 
peoples go 
to 
the 
extreme
 
suitable means can 
be evolved, 
to gain their end that 
these  
per-
force must 
inevitably  be used. 
ticipants
 
have, it's 
time
 
for 
some -
However,  
it should 
only be used as 
one else to 
take the power 
to 
rule 
a last resore
 because might 
it 
out 
of 
their 
hands."  
not 
always right. The trouble 
here is 
that  the 
differences
 of 
the 
concerned
 parties 
are virtually 
irreconcilable." 
NO FORCE 
Al 
Williamson,
 
English
 major
 
from 
Atascadero,
 "No. Force
 will 
settle  no 
issue.
 The use
 of force 
will
 
only delay
 a lasting
 settle-
ment.  
The
 thing 
to do is 
to let 
the 
participants
 go 
ahead  and 
fight it 
out
 and 
get it 
over  with. 
Religious
 
issues  cannot
 be 
settled
 
by 
arms."  
Maritime
 Action 
Committee  
Sets
 
Rally  
Defies  
Police Edict  
Against
 
Amplifier  
SAN FRANCISCO,June  
3.
 (UP) 
' The Joint 
Action committee of 
Maritime
 Unions scheduled a 
waterfront rally for 
noon  
today 
and 
said  it 
plans to use a 
public
 
address
 system
 desipte a 
police 
ban. 
Polico Chief Michael 
Mitchell  
denied the 
committee  a permit for
 
the 
loudspeaker in line with 
the  
department's 
decision  that such 
equipment should be used "only 
in the general public interest." 
The maritime unions have
 
threatened a strike June 15. 
Defiance of the police ban re-
sulted in the 
arrest last week of 
Charles 
Garry,  Independent Pro-
gressive
 Party Congressional
 can-
didate, but
 charges were 
4ropped  
in Municipal
 court. 
Sepakers 
at today's 
embarca-
dero 
rally
 were expected 
to in-
clude  Paul Schnur, 
San Francisco 
CIO Council 
sercetary;
 Henry 
Schmidt,  CIO 
International  
Long-
shoremen's  and 
Warehousemen's  
Union 
negotiating  
committee
 
member; 
Edward  Tangen, 
CIO
 
Marine Cooks 
and 
Stewards
 Union 
secretary
-treasurer  and 
Robert 
Sherman, 
CIO Radio
 Officers
 Un-
ion. 
These  
and 
oher
 
unions  
went  
ahead 
with 
plans  
for
 a 
nation-
wide
 
shipping  
tieup 
over 
contract  
disputes
 
centering  
on the
 hiring
 
hall 
issue 
desipte
 
reports  
that 
Scientist
 Seeks 
Snail  
Consumer
 
WASHINGTON
 (UP)  Some-
where in the steaming thickness 
of the  African jungles 
is a forlorn 
American scientisthell-bent on 
finding
 a 
snail -cater,
 
preferably
 an 
awful  
hungry
 
one.
 And if he's 
lucky 
and 
succeeds,  
he's  to take 
the 
critter
 
to
 Guam by the fastest 
route.
 
This unusual
 story has 
just
 come 
to light. The 
authority  is one Capt. 
W. F. 
Jennings, assistant 
chief  pf 
naval 
operations 
for  island 
govern-
 , 
ments. 
The Jape are 
a
 
snail -eating
 
clan.  I 
And when 
they  took over 
Guam
 
during the war 
they brought their,
 
lunch along. 
Those snails!
 Well, I 
the
 
Nips. as you 
may  recollect, 
later  
deserted
 the island
 In kind 
of a 
hurry, leaving 
a lot of things,
 
Including
 their 
lunch 
basket,  be-
hind.
 
American Marines
 and GI's, with 
all those 
cans  of beans 
and deli-
cious  Spam in 
their kits, 
had little 
appetite for 
snails. So 
what
 hap-
pened! 
The snails, with nobody 
to 
eat 'em, 
started 
producing 
little 
snails  by 
the
 millions.
 
President 
Truman may intervene
 
to 
avert the 
walkout.  
, 
WHAT
 
WOULD
 
YOU  
DO 
WITH
 
A 
BOMB?
 
BE 
SURE
 TO 
SEE 
"THE
 
WANHOPE
 
BUILDING"  
by
 
JOHN  
FINCH  
A thrilling
 3
-act
 
melodrama
 
about 
a sailor 
who 
fights  
his 
way  to tits fop of 
a SOO 
story
 
building
 to 
destroy 
a 
dangerous
 
element
 
1,000 tims
 mor 
powerful  
than 
th 
atom  
bomb!
 
See 
this 
hard-hitting
 play
 in 
the  
college
 
LITTLE
 
THEATER
 
Friday
 - 
Saturday
 -
 Sunday-
 
Monday  
JUNE 
4, 5, 
6, 7 
CURTAIN
 8:15 
Reserve
 seats
 in the 
Speech 
Office, 
room  57 
at 
Sherman
 Clay 
or call 
Ballard 
7802 
General
 
Admission
 90c
 
SJS Students 60c
 
Douglas
 
Defeats
 
Braden
 In 
Primary
 
LOS 
ANGELES,
 June 
3. (11P) 
Rep.
 Helen 
Gahagan
 
Douglas,  
(D., Cal), 
who  already 
has  won 
her own 
party's
 
nomination,
 de-
feated Wallace 
Braden
 for 
the 
Republican  
nomination 
on the 
basis of 
complete 
semi-official
 
re-
turns 
today. 
"The 
O.T.
 ABC" lists in alpha-
betical  
order 
all therapeutic ac-
tivities
 carried 
on in 
hosiptals, 
LAUSANNE,
 
Switzerland,
 
June
 
mental
 institutions
 
and  child-care 
3. 
(UP)Former
 King 
Michael  
institutions  by
 
occupational  ther-
of 
Romania
 and 
Princess
 
Anne
 of 
aPists
 
Princess
 Anne And 
Former  
King 
To Wed 
In Athens
 Next Week 
Bourbon
-Parma
 
will be 
married
 
in 
Athens  
with  full
 Greek
 ortho-
dox 
church  
rites 
late
 next 
week, 
Michael's
 
aide  
said 
today.
 
Maj.
 
Jacques  
Vergotti  
said 
Michael  
and  Anne
 would
 take 
off 
for 
Athens
 in 
Michael's
 
private
 
plane,
 with 
the ex
-King  at 
the 
controls,  
on
 the 
first  good 
flying 
day
 early 
next 
week.  
He
 said 
the  couple
 would 
be 
accompanied
 
by 
Michael's
 
mother,  
Queen  Hel-
ena,
 and that 
others  
in
 the 
royal 
party 
would 
travel  by 
regular  
air -1 
lines. 
-1111 
To
-4,1611f.
 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY 
RED 
SOX  
SANTA 
BARBARA 
II p.m. 
Municipal
 
Stadium
 
- 
Studnh  40c 
Al's 
Sporting  
Goods  
Fishing 
Tackle  
Camping 
Supplies
 
Guns & 
Ammunition 
Athletic 
Equipment  
Our
 
ottort$
 
ctrelc 
or
 
Incl9et
 
a 
riuer
 
1,and  
from
 
lg. 9 
r 
tyit
 
1100p
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Spartan  
Daily 
SPORTS
 
FOUR
 
SJ 
TRACKMEN
 
FLY  
TO 
L.A.;
 
18
 
IN 
P.A.A.
 
MEET
 
By
 
CARL
 
UNDERWOOD
 
Four 
Spartan 
trackmen  
leave
 
by
 plane
 
with Coach 
Bud Winter 
tonight 
for Los 
Angeles  
where
 
they
 will 
compete
 in 
the  
star-studded
 
Compton Relays, while 
tomorrow,
 some 
18 
members
 
of
 
Ad
 
local  
squad are co -favorites 
with 
the 
Olympic  
Club to cop
 the P.A.A. 
meet  
at 
Berkeley.  
Thelno
 
Knowles
 will 
defend
 
the 
880 meter
 title he won 
in 
1947;  
Gene
 Haynes, 
who
 took 
third  
last 
year, 
is
 
entered  in the'
 
1500
 
meter 
run,
 and Woody
 Linn and
 Ray 
Overhouse will represent 
San
 
Jose  
in the 
discus  
at
 
Compton.  
TOP 
TEAMS  IN 
P.A.A.  
In addition to San Jose 
and
 
the 
Olympic 
Club,  Stanford,
 
Califor-
nia, the 
Oakland
 
Bittners,
 and 
probably several 
U.S.C.,  
U.C.L.A.,  
and Los Angeles 
Athletic 
 
Club  
cindermen  will be 
represented
 in 
the 
annual 
Pacific  
A.A.U.
 meet. 
The Spartans will 
definitely  be 
bolstered by the  
return
 of 
NC2A 
javelin 
champ,  Bob 
Likens, and
 
should pick up 
plenty
 of points 
in the weight events.
 Woody  Linn, 
Grant  Denmark,. and 
Ray  Over -
house
 are out to whip the discus 
tossers on the
 
coast  
once
 again, 
while 
Linn 
is
 also entered 
in the 
58 lb. weight and 18 lb. hammer 
throw.
 
Thelno Knowles and Gene 
Haynes will fly back from Los 
Angeles and should 
finish  at or 
near the top in the 880 
and  2 -mile 
events, respectively. Merle Knox 
will
 
tour  the grueling .10,000 
meter
 
run, a race more to 
his  liking than 
shorter  distances.
 
LA
 BEACH, McKINLEY RUN 
In the spri,nts, Don Smalley may 
enter
 although he 
is still
 
bothered
 
by
 a sore knee. Bob Bingham 
and Steve O'Meara will also wear 
San Jose colors, facing such ace 
dashmen as Panama's Lloyd La -
Beach, ancient Barney Ewell, and 
Don Anderson of California. 
Stu Inman will be entered in 
the 440 
along with Jamaica's Herb 
McKinley 
who 
is out 
to
 break his 
own
 
world record of 46.3.
 Jack 
and Bill 
Passey  hope 
to add to the
 
Spartan
 point 
total  in the 
120 -
high hurdles,
 while Tom 
Birming-
ham 
should
 be near
 the top in the 
220
-lows.
 
PLATTER 
FACE 
RAY ovranorsE
 
Bill Passey, Birmingham,
 
and 
Dick Fortier provide a strong hop-
step-and -jump trio, and in the 
b r oa d jump,
 Birmingham once 
again will compete.
 Pole vaulter 
Howard Ove 
rhouse and high 
jumper Connie 
Varneck complete  
the San
 Jose entrants. 
Freshman
 pole vaulter George 
Mattos and high jumper Ralph 
Milliman 
are  competing unat-
tached, and Mel Martin, ineligible 
Spartan jumper who has leaped 
6' 3/4r for
 the Olympic Club, Di 
also 
entered.  
STAR SHINES
 
IN 
THREE
 
SPORTS
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
(UP)Bob  
Mathias,
 
a 17
-year -old Tulare, 
Cal., 
High
 
school
 
youth,  
with  the 
corn-
' bined
 
talents
 a a Mercury 
and an 
Atlas,
 
'will  attempt to 
win  
the U.S. 
decathalon
 
championship  
this sum-
mer  
and go on to 
London
 in the 
Olympic
 
Games.  
Mathias,
 son, 
of a 
doctor  
and  a 
senior  
in
 
school,
 is 
regarded
 
by
 
his 
athletic  
coaches,  Virgil 
Jackson
 
and 
Ernie  
Larnbrecht,
 as 
probably
 
the 
greatest  
all-around 
athlete 
ever 
developed
 in the West. 
Not
 
only 
is the 185
-pound young-
ster, 
who 
stands
 6 
feet,  1 1/2 
inches, a 
great track
 and field
 
star, bu 
the
 
is
 a standout on 
the 
gridiron  and on the
 basketball 
court. He 
never
 has tried his  hand 
at 
baseball
 
or golfbut
 his coach-
es 
think  he 
Would
 be an expert at 
either
 or both. 
He 
picked 
up 
firsts
 in the 
high 
and low 
hurdles
 
at the State High 
school 
meet 
recently
--and 
also 
placed
 in the 
shot-put, to 
win 
high  
individual
 honors.
 
On 
the  field 
last 
fall,  
Mathias
 
was 
the  
outstanding  
defensive 
back 
on his 
team 
and 
a fine 
ball 
player;
 
on the 
basketball
 court he 
averaged 18 
points
 per 
game for 
the season. 
DON'T
 
FORGET
  
STUDENTS
 
GET  
A 
20
 % 
REDUCTION
 
at 
DINAH'S
 
and 
LONG
 
BARN
 
(except
 
Saturdays,
 
Sunday
 and 
Holidays)
 
 
Be 
sure to 
bring  
your
 
ASS
 
ailed  
 
- 
  
DANCING
 
EVERY
 
NIGHT
 
AT
 
DINAH'S
 
10 
'til
 
2 . 
. . 
no 
tax  
FROSH
 
NETTERS
 
TRIP 
BRONCOS
 
Only 
two matches
 were played 
in the 
consolation 
brackets 
of
 the 
All -College
 tennis championships 
Wednesday.  
Cruze defeated Tower, 
6-1, 6-1, 
and  Wilkinson 
defeated 
Goode, 6-4,
 10-8. Goode advanced 
to the second round with a default 
from 
Woody  Linn. 
FROSH DEFEAT BRONCOS 
Chet Bulwa's frosts 
tennis
 team 
defeated the Santa Clara yearlings 
3-2, Tuesday afternoon. This win 
gives the Spartans victories over 
the 
Broncos
 in two sports this 
year,
 tennis and gunnery. 
PRAT TRACK 
MEET 
The 
fraternities
 will hold 
thoir  
annual 
track meet 
at 
the Spartan 
Stadium Saturday.
 Strfrting time 
is 11:00 
a.m. 
A special baseball throwing 
con-
test 
will  
be
 held. It 
is
 
scheduled
 
to start at 2:30 p.m. 
THE
 
BULL
 
PEN
 
By
 ARNOLD
 WECHTER
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The professional baseball 
world  is in 
a 
dither
 
over  
the 
throwing
 
of a game
 by the 
player
-manager,  
Bernard 
DeForge,
 of 
the 
Reidsville
 
(N.C.) club in the 
Carolina  
League.  
Baseball,  
like  
pro
 
boxing,
 seems to be 
coming
 
into 
its 
share
 
of
 
dirty linen. Just 
last
 year
 a group 
of
 bookies 
made  
hay
 In 
the Evan-
geline league.
 
It is 
hoped that 
these 
ftwo
 
incidents
 
Won't cause 
the 
public
 to lose 
faith  
in 
professional  
baseball.  
George
 
M.
 Trautman, boss of 
the  
minor
 
leagues,
 put it pretty 
well 
when
 he 
said, 
"After  
all,
 we 
have
 
16,000
 
players
 in the minor 
leagues, and 
yesterday's
 
expulsion  
of 
two 
men  
was 
hardly
 
typical..
 
We feel
 
that
 
the 
clubs 
in
 the Pacific
 
Coast  
League
 
play 
baseball  
to their best
 
ability.  
It 
is
 admitted
 that a 
few
 
of
 
the  
clubs 
have  
no 
ability  
to 
start  
with,  
but 
they 
still 
give out 
with
 
their  
best. 
Though
 there
 is 
one 
sore
 
spot
 
in
 the 
PCL, that
 is 
Hollywood, not 
the club 
or 
the 
players,
 but 
the 
gambling
 group
 that. hangs 
out  in 
the 
stadium.  Baseball
 
writers  
up and
 down
 the 
coast  
have said many 
times 
that
 if 
these  
lice are 
not 
'cleaned up 
trouble
 
would some day 
blow the league 
sky'
-high. 
USF  
COACH
 
TO
 
JUDGE
 
BABES  
A 
wire  story
 in 
yesterday's
 papers 
stated
 
that 
Joe Kuharich, head 
football  
coach  
at 
USF,
 
will  
judge  the 
Miss
 
California  beauty
 
contest
 
to be 
held  June 
11, 12 and 
13 
at 
Santa  
Cruz.  
We're
 glad 
to 
hear  that 
Joe 
is 
getting
 a 
break, homage we 
feel 
that 
he is going 
to
 need 
the 
pleasant
 
memories
 during
 the coming 
football  season.
 
Nothing
 like 
bathing
 
beauties
 to bring 
back 
this 
type 
of 
memappot.
 
 
POOR
 
BRITAIN
 
Again the British
 
have
 taken 
a 
beating
 in 
sports. Frank Strana-
han, a millionaire 
player
 
from
 
America  
copping
 the
 
British Amateur
 
Golf
 crown,
 while 
Louise
 
Suggs  is 
rated a 
cinch  
for the 
women's
 ver-
sion of 
the crown. 
Miss 
Suggs,  
who 
hails  
from
 Atlanta, 
will  put the 
last 
straw on the 
ever
-suffering
 
British.  
In almost
 every sport 
since  
the 
end of 
the 
%%lir,  the 
Britons have 
ended up on 
the losing
 
side..
 It 
must be 
very  
discouraging  to 
lose 
every
 single time.
 
There is one sure bet 
that 
you 
can  
make.
 That 
is, 
if 
a fighter 
Is 
English,  he will end up in a 
horizontal
 
position. 
CAL
 
POLY  
Cal 
Poly  is really 
happy  
this 
week,  since 
they
 
defeated
 the 
Spar-
tans
 in 
baseball. You 
can  hardly 
talk  to 
them!
 
Well, we're 
happy
 
for
 
them..
 
They  don't 
get
 
many
 chances
 to crow 
over  a sports
 
event,
 and 
we would be 
the 
last
 
person  
to take 
away their small 
pleasures.
 
NYGREN,
 EX
-STATE 
ALL-AMERICAN,
 
APPOINTED
 
VISALIA 
GRID COACH 
VISALIO,
 
June
 2Former 
San  
Jose 
State 
little
 
All-Amerita
 
half-
back  
Bernard  
C. 
(Bud)  
Nygren
 
has 
been 
named 
head 
football
 
coach  at 
Visalia
 
college.
 
Nygren,
 who starred for 
the 
Spartans  
in 
1940,  assisted 
Bud 
Winter in 
coaching  the 
San
 Jose 
State 
freshman  grid 
squad  last 
year. He signed a 
one-year
 
con -
41 
Church
 
Directory
 
There is a welcome 
awaiting you 
 
SUNDAY  MORNING  
WORSHIP SERVICE - 
11 am. 
DR. 
HOWARD  
SCHOLTEN
 
Visiting  
Pastor 
SUNDAY 
COLLEGECLASS  
1:411
 
am.
 
Senior C.Y.F. 71:00 p.m. 
First Christian
 
Church 
$O S. StIt St. 
SUNDAY PROGRAM 
Worship 
Services II a.m.
 I 
7:30 
p.m. 
Church School 9:46 a.m.
 
Youth 
Fellowship
 6:30 p.m. 
St. Paul 
Methodist
 
Church 
Rev. Forrest
 H. Petertime.
 
Pastor  
'The 
Friendly
 Church 
Downtown.'
 
San Carlos 
at Second St. 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
7:30 
a.m.  Holy 
Communion
 
II a.m. Morning 
Prayer  
( Holy 
Communion
 1st Sunday 
of Month)
 
Students 
Canterbury Club 
7:30  p.m. 
Wed. 
12:30  Holy Communion 
(Chapel  220 S. 
7th St.) 
Trinity
 
Episcopal
 
Church
 
Second
 and
 St. 
John 
Grace  
Baptist Church 
SUNDAY SERVICE 
COLLEGE AGE SUNDAY SCHOOL 
CLASS 9:30 A.M. 
Morning Services, 
11:00 cm. 
Sunday Supper 5 p.m. 
I.Y.F.
 Meeting
 - 6:30 
p.m. 
Evening
 
Services
 7:30 p.m. 
REV.
 
HENRY  
J. 
CikOES
 
10th 
and  San
 
Fernando
 
Ste. 
Christian
 
Science
 
Services 
First 
Church
 
of
 Christ
 Scientist 
St 
Jame,  St.. Bet. First
 and Second 
A 
Branch
 
of
 THE Mother 
Church 
The 
first 
Church of 
Christ
 
Scientist  
in 
Boston,
 Mass. 
SUNDAY  
II 
A.M.  and I P.M. 
Sunday
 
School  at 9:30 
AM. 
Weekly  
Testimonial Meeting 
Wednesday,  8
 
P.M.  
Reading
 
Room,  28 
West  
San
 
Antonio
 St. 
PUBLIC
 
CORDIALLY
 
INVITED
 
Freedom
 of Religion 
Is 
a 
Precious
 
American
 
Heritage-
 
- 
P)ttend
 
Your 
Church
 
tract 
to 
coach
 both
 
football
 and 
baseball.
 
He succeeds Pete Beideh, who 
has been appointed varsity
 base-
ball coach at Fresno State. 
Your
 
Spartan  
Shop  
AND 
ALL 
OTHER  
MAGAZINES
 
Conao
 
aids* and 
fondly
 
nvataben
 
are 
eslied
 ID 
spdal
 
sollsiar
 
roles 
in 
nioa 
morales,.
 
Plow
 your 
orders
 
Ibrotoph
 vs ler Doldk, 
reliable
 
serving.
 Tie ens est...
 
TIM1
   14.10
 
Wm* 
Nommoesiss
 
A visa 
MONO
 
of
 
TAJO/
 
LIF1   $4.211
 
The 
Weed,  
11  0810,  
A 
VIAB 
I 
hisfeed
 
et
 
WO/
 
FORTUN1
 . . 
$6.00
 
aseema.
 et 
Saisiono
 
A IMAIT 
the../
 
of
 
I cm 
and 
many
 other 
1110.0211001  
0110111
 rota eosin 
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DeWitt
 
Portal
 
Thanks  F 
culty,
 
Students
 
2n 
Oregon  
School  
Receives  
Position
 
For Support In 
Primary  Election 
, 
Sidney Peterman,
 in4tructor 
in 
' 
philosophy 
at San Jose 
State,  has 
Dewitt A. 
Portal,
 physical edu-
cation
 instructor  at San Jose 
State  
coliege and candidate
 for second 
district
 
supervisor  of Santa Clara 
county, expressed his warm thanks 
today
 to all the 
students
 and fac-
ulty 
who 
supported
 him in the re-
cent
 primary election. 
"It was a 
nip and 
tuck 
contest
 
for the run-off position all the 
way," 
Portal explained, 
"until they 
hit
 
the precincts
 near the
 
college
 
and 
Spartan  City. 
When the stu-
dents'
 votes began coming in 
I re-
ceived
 
the 
votes  that made 
it pos: 
sible
 for me to run in the Novem-
ber general 
election."  
Portal 
placed second in the four-
way race for the supervisory post. 
Unofficial  
returns gave him
 
2318
 
votes. 
William S. Pfeifle,
 write-in 
candidate, 
placed first with 4204.
 
Ernest
 H. 
Renzel, 
Jr., and J. J. 
Veteran, the 
other  two candidates 
received
 1982 and 
435 
respectively.  
"I'm rather new at this cam-
paigning
 
game," Portal'
 said, "and 
my 
campaign
 
for  the 
primary elec-
tion
 
was  
not  
too well 
organized. 
But 
I  feel 
that  the 
experience
 
we've gained
 
from 
the  first 
elec-
tion
 
will  
make it possible 
to
 
really
 
put 
on 
a 
campaign  next time 
that 
will
 
bring  
results."
 
When
 
questioned
 as to 
whether  
the 
office  of 
supervisor  would In-
terfere 
with 
his college
 duties or 
vice
-versa,
 
in the event of 
his  elec-
tion, Portal
 explained 
that his ; 
teaching
 program
 
could be 
arrang-
ed so as to allow him ample 
time
 
to satisfactorily perform
 both Jobs. 
"WhOh 
rwas  approached by the 
group of citizens sponsoring me 
with
 
the request that
 I run for 
the 
position of supervisor, I talked 
with 
Dr.
 
MacQuarrie  before 
giving
 
my answer," Portal 
revealed. 
"Dr.
 MacQuarrie expressed his 
approval
 of faculty 
members  
tak-
ing 
an
 
active
 part
 
in civic
 respons-
ibilities,  and 
he assured
 me that , 
my
 program could be worked out 
to everyone's 
satisfaction,"
 
Portal  
said. 
Portal's  supporters are optimis-
tic toward
 his chances 
Of winning 
the 
position  of supervisor and 
point to his statement of policy as 
the best
 possible 
recommendation
 
they could make. 
"I've been 
campaigning as an 
in-
dependent candidate, and shall 
continue to do so.
 H elected,
 
I 
will  
not be obligated to say 
Individual  
or to any group. I wW 
follow
 
only 
the dictates 
of the people
 of 
the  
second 
district,"  
Portal has
 stated.
 
Prof's
 
Campaign  
Dr. Campbell Pleased 
With
 
Primary,
 
Says 
Didn't Expect
 
Palo  
Alto  
Support  
Earl C. 
Campbell,
 Political Sci-
ence instructor,
 said yesterday 
that
 he was  well pleased
 
with 
the 
support
 he received in 
Tuesday's  
primary election, and 
particularly
 
with
 the support
 
received
 from 
the 
northern sections of the 
Fifth  dis-
trict. 
"I hadn't 
expected
 such a favor-
able vote in the 
northern part of 
the district.," Dr. 
Campbell said. 
"I was particularly satisfied 
with
 
the results of  the voting 
in Palo 
Alto," he said. Palo 
Alto  is the 
home town of the two 
leading
 op-
ponents  of Dr. 
Campbell,  Raup 
Miller, former State
 Assemblyman, 
and 
Edward  P. 
Cashel,  
Palo 
Alto  
City 
Councilman.  Palo 
Alto voting 
favored
 Dr. 
Campbell.  
"The 
election  
results
 indicate 
that
 
the
 
people
 of the Fifth dis-
trict
 are 
in
 favor
 of a sound pro-
gram of 
county
 progress 
and  con-
structive
 change," 
the former
 San 
Jose City 
Councilman stated. 
Unofficial
 
results 
of
 the 
voting 
In the Fifth
 Supervisorial District
 
are: 
Campbell,  8800 votes;
 Miller, 
5241; 
Cashel,
 3701; 
Douglass
 Whit-
aker, 
1615. 
Miller  and 
Campbell
 will vie 
for  
the 
supervisorial  'post
 in the 
No-
vember
 
general
 
election,
 
accepted
 a 
felloviiship
 
in 
the  
Phil-
osophy 
departMent of the 
Univers-
 j 
j 
ity of Oregon. . 
Mr. Peterman
 luis also 
been 
ate 
pointed minister
 of the 
Unituretn
 
Church of Eugene. 
He 
will  begin
 
teaching 
at the 
university
 next 
school  
year,  lie
 
will
 
assume  his ministerial  
dote.: 
this
 
summer.
 
SJS 
Grads  
Made 
Members
 Of 
SX 
Six  out 
of 
nine  
graduate  
stu-
dents in 
Biology at 
Stanford
 uni-
varsity
 
recently  
initated
 
into 
Sigma Xi, national 
honorary
 sci-
sonqic  
research
 society, 
were
 
San  
Jose State college 
graduates.
 
According 
to The 
San
 Jose 
Mercury 
Herald of 
May 
23, 
two 
out 
of 
eight 
chemistry 
students
 
initiated were 
San 
Jose 
State
 
graduates.
 
Former
 Spartans
 given 
Lutheran
 
Students
 
Attend
 
Outing
 
The 
San 
Jose
 State 
Lutheran
 
Student
 association
 will 
meet at 
an 
outing  in 
Santa 
Cruz  
tomor-
row, 
according
 
to 
Rose Neil. 
presi-
dent. 
All those 
planning  to 
attend  
should
 be at the
 Immanuel
 church 
across
 from the 
Ste. Claire 
hotel
 
at 
10:30.
 Students are
 asked 
b) 
bring
 their
 own
 suits, towels 
and  
a 
small  
lunch.
 
Transportation  will 
be 
provided.
 
Colgate
 
Scholarship
 
Goes  
To 
Berkeley
 Boy 
HAMILTON,
 N.V. 
(UP)Jus-
tin 
M.
 Roach, 
Jr., of 
Berkeley,  
Calif.,  today was 
awarded a Na-
tional
 War 
Memorial 
Scholarship
 
to 
Colgate  
university.
 
One of 
13 men selected
 from the 
nation,  Roach 
will  receive part of 
a total of $80,000 set 
aside  fur the 
scholars 
during
 his four 
years  at 
Colgate, beginning this September. 
Sign  Up NOW 
For --
STATE
 
CAMP!!
 
September 21 to 24 
Delicious
 SHAKES
 and 
SUNDAES 
We 
Feature  Golden
 State Ice Cream Exclusively
 
Dutch  
Mill  
CREAMERY
 
183 E. San 
Fewando
 
Street
 
Across
 from 
Student 
Union 
Meet
 Me At 
The  Mill 
HOT 
SANDWICHES
 DELICIOUS
 
CHILIBURGERS
 
HOME MADE CHILI HOME
 
MADE
 
SOUPS  
We 
now have
 
STEAKS
 
and 
CHOPS
 
Also 
Fresh 
FRENCH  
FRIES  
Open  7 a.m.
 - I I p.m. 
Daily 
 
associ-
ate 
memberships  
to Sigma 
Xi
 are: 
Marlin  R. 
Britton, 
Beth  E. 
Childs,  
Laura M. 
Henry,  J. W. 
Tilden.
 
Joel  F. 
Gustafson,  
Franklin
 T. 
Algard,  biology,
 and 
Peter  V. Pet-
erson 
Jr. and 
Arthur 
C.
 Wilbur,
 
I 
 
chemistry.
 
Associate  
memberships
 in 
Sigma  
Xi are 
given  
to
 those 
who have 
shown 
an 
aptitude
 for 
indepen-
dent scientific
 
investigation
 but 
have not yet j completed
 major re-
search work. 
Kisses  are
 .unctuous
 as 
oils.  
Francis
 S. 
Saltus 
' 
House Committee Hacks 
At
 Program 
For
 
Foreign
 
Spending,  
Half Billion 
Cut 
WASHINGTON (UP)The 
House Appropriations 
committee
 
today hacked $553,000,000 from 
the administration's  overall 
for-
eign spending program. 
It 
allowed 85,080,710,288 for
 se-
ven key foreign programs, includ-
ing the
 critical European Recovery
 
Program, but
 
warned
 that
 the 
mo-
ney 
will  
have to do 
for 15 
months 
Instead of 12 because: 
"The gradual but steady deple-
tion 
of 
this country's resources 
makes
 
it 
mandatory that
 Congress 
take every
 reasonable 
precaution  
to 
safeguard
 the 
dwindling  assets 
and 
domestic 
economy  of 
this 
no -
lion. 
In effect,
 the reduction
 
amounts
 
to about 25 per 
centconsisting
 of 
the
 actual cut 
and the fact 
that 
the money will 
have
 to stretch 
three 
months
 
longer. 
The 
State  department
 wanted to 
spend
 
$6,523,710,228 
over a 12 -
month 
period ending 
next April 
30.  European aid chief 
Paul Hoff-
man 
had warned that even 
that
 
might  
not be enough. 
PI DELT
 
DANCE  
PARTY  
WILDWOOD PARK 
Saratoga  
FRIDAY NITE 
JUNE 
4 
The European aid 
program,
 
set 
up to halt the march 
of 
commun-
imil in Western Elirope, bore 
the  
brunt 
of
 the committee's 
economy  
axe. For 
this purpose 
it recom-
mended
 
$4,000,000,000,  a 
reduction
 
of
 
$245,000,000.
 
The 
committee
 pared the 
Greek-
rurkish  aid
 program 
from 
$275,-
000,000
 to 
$200,000,000,  
saying
 the 
Greek 
guerrillas
 will be "substan-
tially
 if not 
completely  
liquidated 
by the 
end of 
this 
summer."  
Placement 
Office' 
Man 
interested
 
in 
advertising
 
work, 
contact  
the 
Placement
 of-
fice. 
Travel 
from  
Mexico 
to
 Can-
ada. Salary. $40
 per 
week plus 
expellses. 
ILISTRIB
 SHAVER
 
isks
 
end Service 
t-Dair 
Survias 
ItIVAINGTON
 
RAND,
 
SCHICK
 
sad  
SHAVE/A*57ER
 
 
 
ttoterllettisu%
 far::
 Coul,
 
NW 
Sardis 
a 
Speeialts  
TIII
 
SWAYER
 
SHOP
 
Santa
 Olt& 
Om 
Jac 
PI 
calif.
 
elms*
 
Illal. 
212 
the 
sun 
is 
out...
 
come
 
out in our 
SUNTIME
 
COTTONS.
 
Lovonne
 
shoulder print with elastic-
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Library
 Arts
 
Room
 
lycurgus To Be Placed 
On
 
Sale
 
Next  
Week
 
Adds
 Six New 
Mags;-
Eight Additional
 Humor
 
Pages  
Included
 
Collection
 Now 85 
Lycurgus,
 San Jose State cam-
pus feature 
magazine, 
will
 go on 
sale 
next 
week, Marian Ellis, 
edi-
tor, 
announced  today. 
An 
increase
 of eight 
pages  of 
humor
 in 
the 
form 
of
 cartoons,
 
gags, 
and illustrations
 will be 
an 
added 
attraction  in the sale 
of the 
book. 
Wednesday,
 June 9, is the date 
set 
for  
the 
opening sale, reports1 
Jim
 
Black  
and 
Sal Milian,
 sales 
managers.  
Booths 
will
 be placed
 
at 
convenient 
points 
throughout
 
the  
campus
 
where  
students
 may
 
purchase
 
their  copies 
for 25 cents 
each. 
Dr. Moseley, 
Nevada  
U. 
Prexy,
 
Will  
Speak
 
At 
Baccalaureate;
 
Grads  
Must  Attend 
Seniors  graduating 
in 
June
 
are 
expected
 to attend
 
Baccalaureate
 
services
 on June 13,
 
according
 
to 
Bill Ellsworth, 
class  
president.
 
Guest 
speaker  Dr. 
John  
0.
 
Mose-
ley, president of 
the 
University
 
of 
Nevada,  
will 
give  the 
twrmon
 at 
3 p.m. in the 
Morris  
Dailey
 audi-
torium. 
Senior
 week activities,
 
as
 
an-
nounced 
by Ellsworth
 
include:
 
Saturday,
 
June 
12Senior
 
Ball  
in 
the 
Gold  
Room 
at 
the 
Palace  
hotel in 
San  
Francisco.
 
Bids
 
are 
now 
available in 
the 
Graduate
 
Manager's 
office.
 
Sunday, 
June 
13Baccalaureate
 
in the 
Morris  
Dailey.  
Monday, June
 
14Senior
 Day 
at 
Hidden
 
Valley  
Dude  
ranch. 
Assemble  
at 
Student
 
Union  at 
10 a.m. 
Tuesday,  
June 
15Senior
 
pic-
nic  at 
Seacliffj
 free 
to 
seniors.  
Assemble
 at 
Student
 Union
 at 
10 a.m. 
Wednesday,  
June  
18Informal  
faculty  
reception  in 
the inner
 
quad, 3-5
 p.m. 
Thursday, 
June 17Senior
 ban-
quet  
at
 the 
Scottish  Rite 
Temple,  
6:30 p.m. 
Seniors will 
be
 admitted 
free. Guests will 
be charged. 
, 
Friday,  June 
18Commence-
ment in the 
stadium. Seniors
 
must 
assemble in the 
Stadium 
field house 
by 3 p.m. for roll 
call.  
Failure to do 
this
 will exclude a 
senior from 
participation in 
the 
exercises.  Dr. 
MacQuarrie  
open the 
exercises
 at 4 p.m. 
Schedule  
Set  
For Graduation
 
Exercises 
Friday  
"The 
College
 Year" 
will  be the 
speech  given by 
Dr. T. W. 
Mac-
Quarrie at 
commencement  
ex-
ercises in 
the Spartan 
stadium  
Friday. 
June  14. 
Exercises
 will 
begin at 4 p.m. 
"Seniors 
must  
assemble
 
at the 
stadium field 
house for roll call 
at 3 p.m.," announced senior 
class  
president Bill 
Ellsworth.  He warn-
ed that failure to do so would 
mean 
exclusion from participation 
in the exercises. 
Rehearsal schedule for seniors 
is: Baccalaureate,
 Little Theater, 
Thursday, June 10, at 11:30 a.m.; 
Commencement, stadium field 
house, Wednesday, June 15 at 8:30 
a.m. All candidates for 
gradua-
tion must attend both rehearsals. 
Candidates who do not participate 
in the exercises are 
not excused 
for final examinations. 
The
 faculty 
committee  
reports 
that
 "You are to be on time for 
all rehearsals. Since you will 
stand and march during rehear-
sals for more than an hour, 
re-
quests  that you dress 
appropriate-
ly.
 Do not carry articles." 
Tutors 
should behave 
reverent-
ly before their pupils.L'Estrange
 
Added
 
to 
the collection
 of 
79 
magazines
 
in 
the arts 
room of the 
library 
are six 
new ones,
 accord-
ing 
to Miss 
Maude  
Coleman,  
arts
 
librarian.  
American
 
Fabrics,  a quarterly 
magazine,
 
contains 
designs  
and 
the
 actual 
examples 
of 
fabrics.
 
It is 
dedicated
 to the belief 
that
 
fashion
 begins 
with 
the  fabric,
 
and 
that
 
the American  textile
 
in-
dustry 
casts a major 
influence
 
on the 
economic  and social
 
as-
pects of 
the world  in which 
we 
live. 
Annual
 
Engineering
 
Society
 
Barbecue
 
Tonight;
 
Profs'
 Bike Race 
Featured
 
Scheduled
 
for 
this
 
evening
 
is 
 
the
 
annual 
barbetue  
of 
the  
Engi-
neering society,
 with 
co-sponsor
 
Chi  
Aeronautics  
club,  
to be 
held
 at 
Alum
 
Rock 
Park.  
An afternoon
 
sports  
contest 
will 
begin
 
at 3 
with 
a 
baseball  
game  
between
 
tl.e  
two
 , 
groups.  
Out-
standing
 
teature  
of the 
occasion
 
is a 
spectacular
 
bicycle 
race 
be-
tween 
"Hot
 
Peddles"  
and 
"Whiz  
Wheels,"  
Dr. 
R.
 J. 
Smitt 
and 
Mr. D. L. 
James
 
respectively.  
All 
members
 
of 
the clubs plan-
ning  to 
attend  
are  
requested
 to 
sign 
up on 
the  door 
of the 
Engi-
neering
 office.
 
An
 
important
 meet. 
ing 
to discuss
 final
 plans for to -
The 
international
 
journal,  Gra- 
day's 
activities
 will be 
held
 at 
phis, 
is
 
published
 
in 
Switzerland 11:30 
this 
morning
 in S210, an -
and 
is 
written
 in the 
English,  nounces 
Frank
 
Delfino,
 vice pres-
German
 and 
French 
languages 
1 
ident  
of 
flu  
Engineering  society. 
the 
same 
issue.
 
Also on 
hand  
is
 The New 
Colo-
phon, a book 
collector's  
quarterly.  
The other
 magazines added are 
the Californian, fashion 
magazine,
 
Dance Index, 
concerned  with mu-
sic and dancing on the stage, and 
Hobbles. 
SF 
Schedules 
Track Reduction
 
For 
New  Buses
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO,June
 3. 
(UP)
 
-Market
 street's 
double 
trolley
 
track operationa
 landmark 
in 
San Franciscowill
 be 
reduced  
to make way for
 buses next Sun-
day.  
The two outer rails
 will 
be dis-
continued west of third street 
for the first 
time in many years 
as lines No. 5 (McAllister) and 
No. 21 (Hayes) are converted 
to all -bus service. The two inner 
tracks
 will continue
 
to
 operate.
 
The 
last  
two
 street 
cars to 
travel over 
the lines 
Saturday 
night will 
carry  banners:
 
"Headin'  
for the 
barn
 for the last time
and 
it's  high 
time." 
The 
Hayes  and 
McAllister
 
lines',
 
will have 55 new buses 
purchased
 t 
with
 
the $20,000,000 bond 
issue 
voted
 last 
November.  
CLASSIFIED ADS 
WANTED: 
One 
or two wheel 
trailer. Leave note in 
"H" box 
in the 
Spartan  Coop or Gill 
Hubbard at 651 Audrey 
Campbell. 
FOR SALE: Set 
golf 
clubs; 
2 woods, 
new. With carrier. 
Col. 2395-R. 
WANTED: Married couple want 
small furnished or 
partially fur-
nished apartment. Permanent. 
Contact Bill Morris in "M" box 
in Coop. 
ROOM AND 
BOARD  with 
home
 
privileges for 
one girl through 
summer. 
Bal. 622-J,
 
FOR SALE: 1944 
Platt  house 
trailer.
 24 ft., 3 
room,  Butane 
equipped. Price, 
$1850, terms. 
Nice  trailer
 space
 also 
available. 
Phone Dorothy Hodgins, Col. 3000.
 
FOR SALE: 25 foot Alma 
house 
trailer. 1945 model.
 Very good 
condition.  See Mrs. Wight, room 
32 or evenings visit trailer No. 
169 Spartan City.
 
DRIVING TO 
WISCONSIN  
June
 
17. Can take two or three 
passengers.  
Call Bal. 
907-M. 
FOR
 
SALE: '35 two
-door 
Plym-
outh 
sedan.
 
Excellent
 
mechanical  
condition.
 New
 seat
 covers,
 
ri9w 
battery.  
Reasonably
 
priced.
 
Call
 
at 
99 
Delmas,  
Apt. 
1.
 
FOR
 SALE: 
Stromberg
 15 watt 
amplifier  
with  
magnetic
 mike,
 12 
inch 
speaker,
 and 
automatic
 
rec-
ord 
changercomplete
 with
 port-
able
 cases.
 Will 
consider  
trade 
for  
photographic
 
equipment.
 See 
Wal-
ters
 
at Music 
office.
 
TERM 
PAPERS
 
TYPED:
 Neat,
 
clean  
work.
 Phone
 for
 
appoint-
ment.  
Arthur 
L. 
Blakeslee,
 846 
Pershing 
Ave. 
Bal.
 5850-J.
 
see 
avenue,
 
of matched 
5 irons. Like 
Price $50. 
Daily 
Ads Bring
 
Quick
 
Result*
 
PAR  
PHOTO
 
SERVICE
 , 
Photo  Supplies  . 
Finishing
 
61 E. Santa Clara 
Streit  
.4111.10MMAIIMM4111M.
  
-ROOM FOR RENT for sum-
mer 
students.
 Sleeping porch
 for 
two students. 
298 So. 12th. $17.50
 
per month. Bal. 7630-M. 
GIRL 
WANTED
 to share apart-
ment with working woman. 
Ren  
reasonable.
 Near bus. Leave note 
in "F" 
box in Coop. 
FOR SALE: '39 
Olds  converti-
ble. 
Complete with new paint 
job,
 
read leather upholstery, 
radio,  
heater, spot, etc. $1000 cash. 
George. Link, Bal. 3305 
or Daily 
office from 1 to 2 p.m. 
COLLEGE  EMPLOYEE
 wants 
to sub -let 
apartment for summer
 
months. Call Bal. 
6519-J,  
LIBERAL  REWARD
 for return 
or information 
leading to return 
of grey tool
 box with leather
 tools. 
Need for 
classes and 
teaching.  
Please 
return  to lost  
and found 
and collect reward. No 
questions 
asked.
 
FOR SALE: 3 piece furniture 
set (chest of drawers, desk, and 
book rack). Natural varnish, hand 
finished. $35 takes all. Alto: 
table model radio with pillow 
speaker, $30. Everything only 3 
months
 old. 
WANTED: 
Three  riders going 
to McAllen, Texas. 
Help  drive 
and share expenses. 
Leaving morn-
ing of June 17. 
Contact  by mail 
R. Guerra, 48 
So.  14th St., San 
Jose, 
Classified
 
Ads Bring Sure
 Results 
LET 
US TAKE CARE
 
OF YOUR 
AUTO NEEDS
 
- - 
OPEN 
DAILY  and 
ALL  DAY 
SATURDAY
 
Paul 
Navarra
 
& 
Lehman  Bros.
 
Established
 1121 
1919
 
S. First 
Sal. Ion 
WANTED:
 Student desires 
ride 
to Chicago or New York on June 
18. Share expenses. Call W. 
Brown,
 Bal. 3305. 
AIRPLANE FOR SALE: Swift 
85, almost new. 
Low -wing, all 
metal retractable gear, 30 degree 
flaps, 
two-way
 GE 
radio, con-
trolling Beech prop. Cruises
 130. 
Never damaged, always hangered. 
Extra instruments; 
$2000  includ-
ing 1948
 insurance. 
Phone  Bal. 
248 
mornings or 
4510 evenings.
 
RIDE TO DALLAS,
 TEXAS: 
Leaving 
around  June 15. 
Want  
two or three 
riders. Contact 
Tastee 
Lunch  Truck, 
parked 4th 
and San 
Antonio,  
between  10:30 
and 1:30. 
A STEAL
 AT 
$625:  4 
door  
sedan, DeSoto, radio 
heater.
 Good  
condition.  Need quick
 
deal.  Make 
your bid.
 Col. 4067.
 178 
So.  8th. 
Coop box
 "M." 
Daily  
Ads Ming 
Quick  
Results
 
WEDDINGS. 
Candid
 Photos 
FULL
 
COLOR  
Six 8x 10's $49.00 
LARRY'S
 
Palo
 
Alto  
Camera
 
416 
University
 
Avarua,. 
P.A.
 
2-1516
 
Bookkeeper
 Beats 
Boss's Bankroll For 
Boy
 Friend's Bus 
LOS
 
ANGELES,
 
June  3. 
(UP)  
A 
middle
-as.
 ,(1 head 
bookkeeper 
was  accuse()
 today 
of stealing
 
$40,000 
in 
regular
 raids on her 
employers' 
accounts
 to buy, among 
other 
things, 
a car for
 her 28
-
year
-old  
boy  
friend.
 
Mrs. 
Marie  
Owens,
 45, admitted 
taking 
$9500, 
police 
said.  She
 
denied  stealing
 
the
 other $30,000 
and
 guessed 
somebody 
had added 
incorrectly.  
The 
comely 
brunette
 said the 
money 
went to 
pay a 
hospital  
bill 
and buy 
a car for 
her young
 
boy  friend.
 Police 
are  looking
 for 
him. 
"I was going
 to pay the 
money  
back,"
 she 
told police, "as soon 
as I was able." 
Mrs. Owens  
was arrested yes 
terday
 on complaint
 of the 
down-
town jewelry store 
where she 
worked.
 A 
spokesman 
said she 
had been
 pocketing 
from  $100 to 
$500 amounts
 regularly 
over  the 
last two -and -a -half years. 
She covered the shortages, the 
spokesman
 said, 
by
 manipulating
 
credit accounts. 
"My goodness," 
Mrs. Owens 
said, "I've  never
 been in any 
trou-
ble in my 
whole life. 
But don't 
involve
 my boy 
friend.  He had 
nothing to 
do with it."
 
Knowledge
 is like money, the 
more 
a man gets
 the more 
he 
craves.Josh
 
Billings.
 
nes 
e Youth 
On 
Way 
To US 
College
 
In 
Honor  Of 
Buddy  
SAN FRANC:SCO,June  
3.(UP)
 
An 18 -year
-old
 
Chinese
 
youth  
was
 on his 
way  to an 
American
 
college 
education
 today
 as 
a 
me-
morial 
to
 Mac 
Cook, a 
buddy
 
who  
was 
killed in 
battle
 
in 
France.
 
Zee King
-Tao, who arrived
 
here 
yesterday aboard 
thc 
transport
 
General Meigs, is the son 
of
 an 
American  
Express
 guide 
in 
Shang-
hai. He was met by Cook's 
fami-
ly, Mrs. J. B. Cook 
of 
Memphis,
 
Tenn., 
and  her 
daughter;
 
Betty.
 
The
 cooks are sending him to 
Harding
 college
 in 
Searcy,
 
Ark. 
Chi  
Pi Sigma 
Has 
Saturday Banquet 
The six 
th'hanquet
 .1 the
 (7111
 
II 
Shona 
will  be held
 
at
 the De 
Anzu  
Dote! June 5 at 8 p.m.
 
The  
story  
behind
 the 
scene  started
 
In 
1942 
when the 
San  Jose State 
pollee 
school was breaking up. 
Peter Kristovich. 
assistant  pro-
fessor, was president 
of 
the Chi 
Pi Sigma when its 
members  
vow-
ed to 
meet
 once 
every  five 
years.
 
"IT'S 
MODERN!!!"  
Every 
body  goes to the Palo-
mar, Northern
 California's 
most distinctive 
ballroom. 
MUSIC
 STYLED FOR YOU 
CLYDE 
APPLEBY  
His Clarinet
 
and His Orchestra 
THE 
PALOMAR
 
Northern  California's Most 
Distinctive 
BALLROOM
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LET'S  
GET
 IN 
SHAPE  
11 
130 
POST  STREET 
(Corner Post and So. Market Sts.) 
Columbia 9833-J 
 MASSAGE
 
 REDUCING 
 HEAT 
ROOM 
 
BODY-BUILDING
 
 FIGURE 
CONTROL
 
 
WEIGHT -GAINING 
 PHYSICAL
 
THERAPY
 
 
CABINET
 STEAM 
BATHS 
 ULTRA
-VIOLET
 
SOLARIUM  
 
PHYSICAL
 
CONDITIONING
 
 
ALL-PURPOSE
 
GYMNASIUM
 
Individual
 
Instruction  
for 
MEN  
and 
WOMEN
 
JOIN NOW! 
AT 
REDUCED
 RATES
 
HEALTH
 
is 
WEALTH
 
I 
--  
Friday,
 June
 4, 1948 
SPARTAN
 DAILY 7 
Ntwt
 
ENJOY
 
AN
 
g 
ammo
 
OF
 
PLEASURE
 
"i 
%*"\z%.,  
This
 space 
courtesy
 
-3 
HAWAIIAN
 
GARDENS
 
Almedn  
Road 
Plan 
To
 Have Your 
Next 
Organization Dinner at . . . 
"KNOWN FOR 
GOOD FOOD" 
17 E. 
Santa Clara St. 
Archie's  
. . . 
. . 
. so 
juicy  
and
 tender
 they
 
melt
 in 
your  
mouth  . . 
.that's 
the 
kind 
of
 steaks 
we 
serve  
. . . 
for the
 finest
 food 
any-
where . 
. . always
 dine 
at ...
 
Archie's 
Steak
 
House
 
545 
S. 
2ND 
ST.
 
Go 
dancing
 ---
under the stars 
every 
Friday  Saturday 
 and 
Sunday
 nights to 
the 
music 
'of . . . 
Bob 
Russell's
 Orchestra
 
MORE
 fun
for  LESS 
money 
at Adobe 
Creek 
HENRY
 
WARMAN11
 
Adobe
 
Creek 
Lodge
 
111 
T/11
 
SIAUTIMIL  FOOtnittS  OF 
x) LOS ALTOS 't 
T1111110/0
 
LOS 
ALTOS  
441111  
ROUT! 1. 110X
 636 
CALL NOW
 
FOR 
GROUP
 
RESERVATIONS
 
 
1111111111111/1111.1111111111111W11"W
 
THE 
PALOMAR
 
=Northern
 California's Most Distinctive 
E 
!BALLROOM
 
TONIGHT
 - 9:00 P.M. 
=. 
Alb 
 
IMO 
Aor.-,oc45
 
wr-r
 
V 
EFSATILE  
")4NCEr
 
5ANDI
 
361) 
1404045 
1EXAS 
flAY130Y:
 
 
.41110 
1111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111 
Spartans!
 
Forget!!
 
Work, Worry, 
Finals
 
Aren't
 Here 
As
 Yet! 
You too 
can learn 
to smile 
again.  
Even
 if you 
did win 
first 
prize
 in the 
Spardi Gras
 hang-
over contest,
 
and
 
YQL1  
face
 finals 
week with
 less than a 
hazy knowl-
edge of what 
Econ IA is all 
about, 
and the prospect of working in a 
cannery all 
summer isn't
 exactly 
your idea 
of high living,
 be of 
good cheer, all is 
not lost! The 
night 
clubs,
 
restaurants,  and rec-
reation facilities represented on 
this page will soon bring back 
your lost youth. Think it over, 
then make 
with  the heels to one 
of these 
delightful  spots (We don't 
let a place 
advertise  
unless it's 
delightful).
 
The 
PALOMAR 
BALLROOM  
has a sure fire evening 
of enter-
tainment
 lined
 up for you tonight.
 
Bob Wills and his Western Play-
boys will be on hand to play in 
their famous style for your lis-
tening and dancin'
 pleasure. 
Reports from CLUB FLAM-
INGO 
indicate that this 
week's 
floor show is 
really somethin.'
 Joe 
Laurel, the 
famous
 Australian im-
personator
 does
 
a fast moving 
show which 
features take -offs 
on 
Charlie 
Chaplin,  Laurel & Hardy, 
and other comics.
 In addition, 
all the 
chicken
 you can 
eat for 
$1.50,  how 
can
 you lose? 
Logic: 
An
 instrument used 
for  
bolstering a prejudice.
--Hubbard.  
SURPRISE 
HER!
 
with 
a  little gift of 
flowers  
from us. You 
will see 
how 
much it 
means 
to 
you
 both 
when 
she opens a 
box 
of 
flowers.  
Finest 
flowers for 
formals
 at the
 
kolas -of flowers 
2 
orchids  
for  $3.50 
and 
up 
FR 
ATANGELO'S
 
house 
of 
flowers
 
234 So. 
2nd St. 
Col.  
1730-W
 
HAVE YOU
 TRIED 
PIZZA  YET? 
Delicious . 
. . Appetizing 
. . . Different
 
A Famous 
Italian
 
Delicacy 
Come to San Jose's One and Only 
PIZZERIA NAPOLSTANO 
CHOICE AMERICAN and ITALIAN DINNERS 
292 South Market 
Street  
Col. 
3943  
Hal 
Lonnes  
Australia's
 
Favorite 
Conti' 
JOE LAUREL 
IMPERSONATIONS
 
OF 
Laurel  
b Hardy.
 Darente 
and many
 mom 
plus 
IMPORTED
 
GAGS 
 / 
 
Also
 
 
GERI 
CLIFF PINKY
 
LAVERNE BARRETT MITCHELL  
Exotic Dancers 
"The 
Yankee  
Doodle
 Roy" 
ALL
 
THE CHICKEN 
YOU  CAN EAT 
CHM.50
 
E STEAKS - 
Hear
 This
. . . its fun choosing 
from 
the 
luscious food 
on 
our 
menus. 
Everything  is so 
de-
licious
 . 
. . 
eve'rything  
pre-
pared in the best of exacting
 
taste. 
Come in 
today  and 
enjoy
 one of our wonderful
 
dinners.   
Cafe 
Chalet
 
37W. San Caries 
1 
8 
SPARTAN
 DAILY
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1948  
infers 
quad 
Grid Game  
WHITES
 
OUTSCORE
 BLUES
 
(Continued
 from 
page 
1) 
half 
Harry  
Russell  
sprinted
 20 
yards
 
through  
center
 for the
 first 
White
 score.
 
Billy 
Parton
 climaxed
 a 
58 yard
 
White 
drive,  
including
 a 35 
yard 
pass
 from 
Chuck 
Hughes 
to 
George  
Keene,
 by 
driving  
over 
from the 
4 yard 
line for 
a sec-
ond 
tally.
 
A 
floating  SO 
yard pass
 from 
Pete 
Denevi  to 
end  Mel 
Stein 
brought
 the 
score  
to 20-0, 
and 
Fred 
Mangini 
plunged 
over 
for  
the 
fourth 
tally 
from  4 
yards out
 
as the
 first 
quarter  
ended.  
WHITES  
LEAD 
40-7 
Steve O'Meara ended 
a 
35 
yard 
drive
 to 
open  the second
 
period  
with 
an 11 yard burst 
through
 
center
 for 
another 
score, 
maldng 
it 34-0. The
 Blues finally
 hit pay 
dirt  
after
 a 
White  
fumble  
when  
Bill
 
Schemmel  scored 
from  
the 
1. 
Hughes 
hit 
John 
Lankas
 
who was 
all by 
himself
 in 
the end
 zone 
to 
make
 it 
40-7 
for  the 
Whites
 at 
half 
time. 
Sehemmell  
scored 
again for
 the 
Blues  on 
a 
beautiful
 30 
yard 
end 
run to 
open 
the 
second
 
half,  but 
three minutes
 later 
a 
pass
 
from  
Hughes  
to 
Marvin  
Johnson
 ran 
the score to 
47-13.
 The
 
Blues  
came right back se 
Schemmel
 
scored 
for the 
third 
time from
 the 
Z. 
A 
70 
yard  
White  
march  
ended
 
with 
Parton  
sweeping
 right
 end 
standing
 up for
 another
 tally,
 the 
final 
score
 of the 
third  
quarter,  
making 
it 53-19. 
FINAL
 SCORES 
Fred 
Silva 
climaxed  
another 
drive 
of
 69 
yards  by 
scampering
 
over 
from 
the 10 
for the
 final 
White 
TD. 
Gene  
Barbier  
of
 the 
Blues  
end-
ed 
the 
night's  
scoring  
when  
he
 
romped
 over 
the goal
 standing
 
after
 
taking
 a 
lateral
 from 
team-
mate  
Ed
 
Johnson,  
the 
play 
going  
for 30 
yards
 all 
told.  
SAVE
 
IN 
CASH!
 
3c A 
GAL.  
ON
 
REGULAR
 
31/2c
 A GAL. 
ON ETHYL 
 
It's true, 
Guys
 and Gals.
 Buy 
your 
gasolino
 at 
Arm  
MAYON  
STATION.  
4th 
and  
William.  
MONEY 
BACK 
GUARANTEE  
$AAVON
 
Service  
Station
 
N.E.
 
Car.  4+h & 
William 
THREE MILES 
NORTH  
OF
 
PALO
 
rn
 
0 
Don't
 say 
HANG
 
,f 
311  
ause  Spardi Gras 
OVER
 
,,auce 
there  s stili 
Riaohall 
3435
 El 
Camino
 
- 
Atherton
 
1/7 
No.13lis  
lk Gish
 Rd., 
Col. 9414
 
Starting  
time 
at
 
dark
 
FRI.
 
& 
SAT.
 
STALLION
 
ROAD
 
Ronald
 
Reagan,
 
Alexis  
Sm;th 
Plus --
THE  
BIG  FIX
 
SUN  & MON.
 
Welcome,
 
Stranger
 
Bing 
Crosby, 
Joan
 
Caulifield
 
Barry
 
Fitzgerald
 
"MISS 
POLLY" 
Zazu 
Pitts  
TUES.,  
WED.
 & 
THURS.
 
DEAR
 
RUTH
 
William
 
Hoiden,
 
Joan  
Caulfield
 
Billy 
DeWolfe
 
Plus
SECRETS 
OF A 
SORORITY
 
GIRL  
Crosby.
 Blondell 
In Final SK Film 
The Spartan Knights'
 last
 pro-
duction
 of the year 
will 
be
 "East -
side of 
Heaven,"  starring
 Bing 
Crosby and Joan 
Blondell.  The 
program 
will begin 
at
 8 o'clock 
Sunday 
evening  in the 
Morris  Dai-
ley 
auditorium.  An 
old-time  Stan 
Laurel
 and 
Oliver 
Hardy  two
-reel 
comedy  and another
 short subject 
complete
 the final 
presentation.
 
Leonare 
Staats 
Wins 
Scholarships
 
Leonare
 Staats,
 sophomore
 from 
Vallejo, 
California,
 was 
notified 
Tuesday
 that
 she had
 received
 the 
MacKenzie 
scholarship.  
Dr.  
Karl  
Hazeltine,
 head 
of
 the 
college
 
scholarship  
committee,  
made
 the 
award.  
Miss Staats is 
a Kindergarten 
Primary
 teacher
 training
 candi-
date. She will receive
 a 
monetary
 
award.
 
Present at the 
committee  meet-
ing when the
 announcement
 was 
made were 
Miss  Helen Dimmick, 
dean of women, and several other 
KP majors. 
Oak Ridge Strike
 
Threatened
 By AFL 
WASHINGTON (UP)
 Chair-
man David Lilienthal of the Atom-
ic Energy Commission, said today 
he has failed to persuade AFL 
unions not to strike next week at 
the 
Atomic
 
Research
 Laboratory 
at Oak Ridge,
 Tenn. 
Senior Tickets 
'Deadline
 
Is 
Set  
The 
only  
tickets 
for
 Senior week 
activities
 that must be  
paid for are 
the 
Senior  
Ball 
bids,
 the senior 
breakfast,
 
which
 immediately  fol-
lows
 
the ball, and 
!Inver classmen 
and 
outsider  
tickets
 for
 the 
Senior  
Banquet, Patsy Young, activities 
chairman,
 
said today. 
Senior tickets for Hidden Valley, 
Sea 
Cliff,  and 
the banquet
 
must  
be 
picked
 up in the Business  of-
fice 
next
 
so that 
attendance  
totals  
can 
be 
made, Miss
 Young 
said. 
Leaders Predict 
Truman's Train 
Will
 Be 
Picketed
 
WASHINGTON 
(UP)Railroad  
union leaders
 predicted today 
that 
President 
Truman's  special 
train 
will  be picketed by railroaders 
"every 
time it stops" during
 his 
cross-country  trip. 
They said the picketing 
may 
start when Mr. Truman 
boards
 
his special train at Union 
station
 
here tonight. 
The union leaders are officials 
of the three rail unions which 
threatened a nationwide train 
strike 
three weeks 
ago to back up 
their contract demands. 
That 
walkout  was stopped when Mr. 
Truman 
seised  the railroads
 and 
got a federal court order forbid-
ding
 a strike.
 
The
 unions, representing 
about  
190,000 engineers, firemen
 and 
switchmen, have accused Mr. Tru-
man of 
acting as a 
"strike-break-
er." 
Joined  by 18 other rail workers' 
unions,  they have 
asked
 the gov-
ernment to nationalise the rail-
roads and 
negotiate  new contract 
terms
 
with them. But the White 
House so far has ignored 
these 
requests.  
- - 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
1 
ALL PILOTS
 entered in Air 
meet 
Sunday,
 
June 6, at 
Warm  
Springs, check bulletin board in 
Aero lab,  today for plane 
assign-
ments. 
Contact Mel Stickney
 or 
Harry Hofman
 
concerning  
any  last 
minute  
changes.  
SPARTAN CHI: 
Meeting
 today 
at 4:30 in room 
L211. 
KAPPA  PHI:  
Meet  at 
Rickey's  
tomorrow at 1. 
If
 you need trans-
portation be 
in front of the 
Stud-
ent Union
 no later than 12:15.
 
TAU 
DELTA 
PHI: 
Meeting 
to-
day in 
Tower at 
12:30.
 Initiation 
tonight
 at 6. 
Picnic  Sunday.
 For-
mal  Monday 
at 6:30. 
ETA
 
EPSILON:
 
Picnic  will
 be 
held 
at
 college
 barbecue
 pit 
be-
tween
 H.E. 
building
 and 
Women's
 
P.E.
 
building  
Monday
 at 5:30.
 Bar-
becue,
 60 
cents.
 Sign
 up for
 reser-
vations
 
outside  
room 
19 
by
 noon
 
Monday.
 
Sports
 
clothes
 
permissible
 
MYSTERY RETREAT:
 Meet at 
Student Y, 2:30 or 
5:30, today. 
TRIAL STUDENTS: Important 
meeting 
today  in 
B60
 
at 10 a.m. 
regarding next quarter's object-
ives. Attendance imperative. Har-
rison
 F. Heath. 
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING: 
Today
 from 1:30 to 5:30. 
Women  
may wear own
 
suits.  
SJSC RIFLE TEAM: Meet 
to-
day at 
11:20 in B63. 
Following  
members 
report:
 Bayley, Felt, Cal-
houn, 
Winovich,
 Steele. 
PHI MU 
ALPHA:  Meet today 
at 2:30 at 7th St. entrance for 
rides to barbecue at Alum Rock 
Lodge. 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
VACANCY FOR ONE GIRL in 
cottage during
 summer. Room and 
board, 
$45.  Phone Bal. 78884. 
A 
PENNY 
SAVED
 A PENNY
 
EARNED  
Golden West Dry Cleaners 
Buttons 
sewed onRips and tears repaired 
Close
 to College  Close 
to
 town 
  SIX CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS
   
225 
E. 
William  
1199 
Franklin  - Santa 
Clara  
25-29 S. Third Street Main
 
Plant
 Ballard 60 
332 E. Santa Clara St. 231 Willow 
24th and
 Santa Clara
 St. 
1335 Uneoln 
ESKAY 
PRODUCTIONS,
 INC. 
Proudly Peasants 
BING
 
CROSBY  
EAST
 
SIDE OF 
HEAVEN  
Joan Blondell
 - 
Mischa
 
Auer - and Baby 
Sandy
 
And  
SELECTED
 
SHORTS
 
SUNDAY NITE 
Morris Dailey 
8-- 
Seats  
25c  
BENTEL
 
SAYS
 
LA
 
TORRE
 
IS 
FINEST
 
IN 
HISTORY 
Senator
 
Urges
 
Passage
 
Of
 
Draft  
WASHINGTON
 
(UP)
--Senator'
 
Chan 
Gurney
 
(R.,  
S.D.)  
yesterday
 
asked the 
Senate  
to pass 
the
 
19 -
through -25 draft
 as 
a 
"peace
 
mea-
sure" 
because  
voluntary
 
enlistment 
programs have
 
failed to 
provide  
enough men. 
Gurney is 
chairman
 of 
the Sen-
ate
 armed
 
services  
committee.
 
He
 
opened
 
Senate
 
debate
 on the
 draft 
bill.  
"If Amrica 
is 
to
 be 
influential  
in the 
peace councils of 
the
 world,  
we 
must lead 
from
 
strength
 and 
not  
from 
weakness,"
 Gurney
 said. 
"We must 
build up and 
maintain
 
mintsr  yforces 
capable
 
of break-
ing  up any attack 
against us." 
"We  must 
have  it 
understood  
that we 
are  capable of 
instantly
 
launching a 
counter -offensive so 
deva,stating that
 no enemy will 
dare to make war on 
us." , 
ROTC 
Fraternity To 
Elect 
officers  Tuesday 
Torch and Sword, basic ROTC 
fraternity,  will
 
hold
 its 
election  of 
officers 
at the regular meeting 
Tuesday, Jim 
LaMont, chaplain, 
reports.
 
Proceedings
 
start at 7:30 p.m. in 
B 67, 
LaMont  
stated.
 
FormerSpartanklakes
 
Good In Dos Palos 
Bonnie  Jean McWilliams,
 who 
was 
graduated
 in June 
1946
 with a 
degree in Women's Physical Edu-
cation, is another former 
Spartan 
who made good. She is 
Dean  of 
Girls  at Dos 
Polas  Joint 
Union 
High 
school. 
Dame  
Whitty's  
Ashes  
Are 
Sent To 
England
 
BEVERLY
 
HILLS,
 Calif., June 
3. (UP)The
 ashes 
of
 Dame May 
Whitty,
 82 -year
-old 
actress,
 will 
be sent 
home  to 
her native
 
Eng-
land.  
The noted 
actress'
 body was 
cremated 
yesterday  after 
funeral  
services 
attended  
by 150 
close
 
friends, mostly 
members  of Holly-
wood's British 
colony. Portions 
of 
the 
Bible were 
read
 at the 
service  
by Sir C. 
Aubrey Smith, Edmund 
Gwenn,
 Herbert 
Marshall,  Boris 
Karloff, Brian Aherne,
 Alexander 
Knox 
and  John Van Druten. I 
She died Saturday 
after a brief , 
illness,
 
less than a year after the 
death of her husband, Actor 
Ben  
Webster.  
He picked up 
knowledge to 
wear it on his head like the plumes 
of horses in a parade. 
For your convenience we 
offer a 
complete  and ex-
clusive  
prescription
 de-
partrrient  in San Jose's 
newest
 medical building
the MEDICAL CENTER at 
123 South Third St. Phone:
 
Columbia 421. 
MEDICAL 
CENTER 
. 
PHARMACY  
The 
1948 La 
Torre
 
Is 
"far
 
and  
away the 
finest 
yearbook
 
in 
the 
history of 
the school,"
 
declared
 
Dwight  Bentel, 
head  
of
 
the
 
Journ-
alism department, 
yesterday
 
after  
inspecting  an 
advance
 
copy
 
of 
the 
annual.
 
"It is 
so much 
superior
 
that
 it 
has 
entered
 the 
'big  
school'
 class 
in 
yearbooks," 
he 
explained.
 
"I 
predict 
that  as soon 
as
 the 
book
 
hits campus, 
and 
students
 
see
 it,  
there will be a rush 
to 
buy  
the 
re-
maining 
copies." 
"Betty
 Pattioe, editor, 
has done 
is
 
superlative
 Job,"
 Mr. 
Bent*''
 said. 
"The 
12 
pages  of 
color  
picture,
 
ot 
our campus are 
beautiful."  
"The 
books'  cover- a 
padded
 
leatherette
 of a 
pleasing color-
 -is 
very attractive," he concluded. 
The La 
Torre will 
be
 distrib-
uted
 in the Student 
Union  on eith-
er
 Thursday, June 
10, or Friday. 
June 
11. 
Sigma Gamma
 Omega 
Initiates
 Eight 
Tonite
 
Eight 
new members will be tak-
en into 
Sigma
 Gamma Omega 
to-
night during the fraternitle's for-
mal initiation at the Ste. Claire 
Hotel. 
Ceremonies
 begin at 6:30, 
according  to Jim Toland, presi-
dent. 
Following 
the  initiation  will 
be 
a dinner
-dance  at the 
Pioneer
 Inn 
at Woodside. Dinner 
is scheduled 
for 
8:30 p.m.
 Dress is to be semi-
formal.
 
SAl 
Ator. 
2 
IT'S 
ESAKAY PRODUCTIONS
 
LAST SHOW
 THIS 
QUARTER
 
And their 
GREATEST
 
* * * * 
BING 
CROSBY
 
and 
JOAN
 
BLONDELL
 
in 
East
 Side of 
Heaven 
BING
 
CROSBY
 
and 
MISCHA
 
AUER
 
in 
East 
Side 
of 
Heaven
 
BING
 
CROSBY  
and 
BABY 
SANDY  
I,' 
East Side 
of Heaven 
* 
* 
* * 
Sunday Nit. 
MORRIS DAILEY 
25c - 8 p.m. 
SELECTED SHORTS
 
BING
 
CROSBY 
in 
EAST 
SIDE
 
OF HEAVEN 
./ 
